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ABSTRACT

THE CONTEXTABLE: BUILDING AND TESTING AN INTELLIGENT,
CONTEXT-AWARE KITCHEN TABLE

Daniel M. Hoopes
School Of Technology
Master of Science

The purpose of this thesis was to design and evaluate The ContexTable, a contextaware system built into a kitchen table. After establishing the current status of the field
of context-aware systems and the hurdles and problems being faced, a functioning
prototype system was designed and built. The prototype makes it possible to explore
established, untested theory and novel solutions to problems faced in the field.
A kitchen table was chosen as the application for these theories and solutions
because kitchen tables are typically central to numerous activities in daily life in a home
and this application has not been explored in the literature. Sensors and other electronics
were embedded in the table surface, seat bottoms, and various items typically associated
with a kitchen table such as a telephone, counter top, and cupboard. These sensors

allowed the system to gather information about users as they interacted with the
ContexTable.
One of the novel solutions to a current hurdle in the field was the learning
algorithm the system used to store, interpret, and utilize information gathered through the
system software and sensors. The pattern-matching learning algorithm and the language
in which it was programmed addressed current problems in context-aware systems
including: (1) the issue of modeling contexts, (2) the low quality of proactive system
decisions, and (3) the difficulty in creating a working design.
The algorithm addresses current hurdles by approaching them from a different
direction from prior systems. Instead of a rule-based system as used in the majority of
previous context-aware systems, the ContexTable uses a blank slate style and a patternmatching learning algorithm.
Twenty-five test users evaluated the prototype in both individual and group
sessions. Users were videotaped while completing a simulation of home/kitchen table
activities. Qualitative analysis of user reactions and information gathered through
questionnaires showed an overall positive reaction of test users and points to general
success of the prototype according to established criterion. Since the evaluation was
formative, the system was modified and improved after each user session.
Recommendations are made about further applications of the algorithm and about
how hardware could be improved to allow for long term and on-site studies.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Background
Most computers today only perform actions when given explicit input by the user.
This means that interaction between human and computer is symbolic to the degree that a
user must click a button or type an entry in order for the computer to perform an action
instantly or in the future. At the same time, computers are gaining the ability to perform
more diverse tasks and are thus increasing in complexity. Because of limitations on
human memory and the fact that many users do not know all functions available to them,
there needs to be some kind of proactive decision-making by the computer to make the
computer interface more effective and efficient. If this kind of capability existed in
computers, they might be able to interact with us on a more collaborative level, instead of
as slaves to explicit commands.
The notion of context-aware computing seeks to resolve the problem of needing
explicit input and greater complexity by giving the computer system various means of
knowing the context in which the system is being used at that time. Parameters of
context include:
•

Information about the current user and his preferences

•

The way the computer has worked in the past

•

The way a person is trying to engage the computer at present

•

Location of use (in the case of mobile computing)

•

The social situation (current collection of people)

In order for a computer to know this information, it must be designed with one or
multiple sensing modalities and the software to interpret, compute, and implement
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proactive presentations of services and information to the user, and store information
about the context for future use. Sensors can provide contextual information such as user
identity, number of users, location, user position (seated or not), changes in local
variables such as objects near the computer system, and time of use.
Purpose of the Research
The kitchen table is the site of many diverse activities. People interact with their
kitchen tables while doing any number of things such as: eating meals, reading the day’s
news, watching TV, sitting to talk, paying bills, looking up phone numbers, giving first
aid for cuts, doing children’s school projects, playing games, leaving notes for family
members, listening to music, or planning family chores or vacations. With all the things
done on the kitchen table, it remains a static, flat surface. It is proposed that a kitchen
table could take more of an active part in helping people do the above activities.
The purpose of this research is to determine the effectiveness of a context-aware
system in creating a collaborative (as opposed to slave/master) human-computer
interaction style, using a kitchen table in a mock home environment for testing. Using a
touch-sensitive screen and a proprietary interface, the context-aware kitchen table, or
ContexTable, has sensors to enable it to know about numbers of people at the table, their
identities, their current state (seated or not and some information about posture), the
items on the table, and the time of use. The software is then able to interpret sensor
information about current context cues and use past information to present the user(s)
with items suitable for the current context. The interface will present information, tools,
notifications, and entertainment appropriate for the current context. The users will be
uniquely identified by seated weight with sensors in the seat bottom area.
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Research Questions
Context-aware computing devices seek to present services and information to
users appropriate for the current situation without raising the level of complexity (costs
must be outweighed by benefits). This thesis hypothesizes that this system will illustrate
and support this theory in a new application (a context-aware kitchen table) using a novel
algorithm and computational strategy (blank slate learning of habits instead of context
modeling).
Since this study will be a formative evaluation, the research will not be a
comparison of the ContexTable to other similar systems. Rather, the prototype will be
built and then tested qualitatively. During the course of this qualitative testing, the
prototype will be adjusted and modified to correct bugs and problems, as they are
uncovered. Various questions about suitable components and algorithms will be
answered as the table is built. There are three questions related to this aspect of the
research.
First, what is the most suitable algorithm for this project? The proposed solution
is to build a learning program that begins as a blank slate (or “tabula rasa”) with no
contextual cue rules. The system will then learn about the users during subsequent
interactions with them and seek to provide information and services appropriate to the
current context based on that information. A unique aspect of this strategy is that it
allows for multiple descriptions of a single context. Current context-aware systems
typically seek to pair one context with one contextual cue set model that will activate it.
For example, researchers concentrate on identifying the appropriate list of
parameters and the respective values for each parameter that would most likely indicate
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to the system that it should activate a certain service or interface. On the other hand, the
ContexTable’s proposed strategy allows the system to generate multiple contextual cue
sets that describe a single context, thereby allowing the system to overcome problems
currently faced with existing strategies. Therefore, the researcher does not need to
identify all the parameters and values before implementing the system. Rather, the
system learns from user interaction. This strategy is discussed further in Chapter 3.
Second, what sensing devices and modalities are most suited and most
economical for this prototype device? A set of sensors and actuators will be implemented
based on common family/kitchen activities. The set of sensors will be just large and
complex enough to demonstrate the effectiveness of the context-aware approach without
overwhelming the project with sensor complexity issues.
Third, can the prototype system begin with no preset knowledge and learn to
interact intelligently with the users (provide timely context help to the user(s)) without
being an annoyance (as often occurs with incorrect guessing in many context-aware
systems)? This is the main research question and is the subject of the bulk of the
qualitative results discussed in Chapter 4.
Justification
The research topic is of importance because most work in context-awareness has
been done with mobile computers where the location determines the context. However,
in this example, the device is stationary and the different contexts emerge as the users
engage the table in different ways. While some of these ideas have been explored before,
the application of a kitchen table has never been attempted. In addition, this system will
use a learning strategy that, while not academically significant on its own, has not been
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applied to context-aware systems before. Therefore, this research explores the
application of a new strategy in the field of context-awareness (pattern recognition
learning with multiple cue sets) to a new type of system (an intelligent kitchen table)
using only formative, not summative evaluation.
Another key aspect of this research is that it involves an actual, working system.
Most work in the literature on context-awareness has been conducted using researchersupplied data instead of actual values from sensors. This allows researchers to quickly
evaluate different ideas and theories, yet represents a stumbling block when conclusions
from these studies seek to be applied to actual situations. This research involves the use
of actual hardware sensors and data gathered from real users and therefore will contain
valuable information about how the theories explored affect test users.
Methodology Of The Research
The type of study will be a qualitative formative evaluation of using the
ContexTable in a simulated home environment. The study will seek to evaluate the
perceived effectiveness by test users of the ContexTable as a context-aware, interactive
computer interface, or more simply, an intelligent appliance. To maintain good academic
reporting standards, the first person has been removed from all reporting of results and
procedures. However, note that in all places throughout this thesis, the terms “the
moderator” (of test user sessions) and “the author” refer to the same person and are used
when appropriate.
Delimitations
The user test sessions will be conducted in a lab on BYU campus. Therefore,
the users will have to imagine they are in the circumstances being simulated.
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The results of this research, then, will be limited to evaluation of this
prototype and will not extend to a comparison of this technology with others.
Because it is a prototype, the design, usability and cost parameters will not be
optimized. With respect to the hardware, proof of concept is the primary goal.
To simplify the implementation of the theory, the issue of user privacy will
not be directly addressed. However, this particular system does not disclose
any sensitive information because the instrumentation does not inherently
identify specific people by name.
Assumptions
Test users will be able to appropriately evaluate the system even though all
actions are a simulation and almost all items and services presented to the
users are not genuine.
Users can honestly evaluate the system and provide objective feedback
suitable for this level of evaluation even with the system designer present.
Definitions of Key Terms
The following are definitions of terms relevant to this research:
1. Context-Aware Computing – current area of research and development in
technology that deals with making computer systems easier to interact with by addition of
software and hardware that gather information about a user, and interpret that information
with the aim of presenting useful services and information in an appropriate user
interface according to the current situation or context of the user.
2. Context Cues – different pieces of information gathered by a system that
attempts to signal the system is being engaged in a particular situation.
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3. Context Models – the notion that each individual context or situation that
would define an instance when a context-aware system might provide information or
services to the user must be defined by some set of parameters identifiable by the
available hardware and software sensors.
4. Data Acquisition – the practice of gathering information from the environment
with suitable electronic sensors and interfacing those electrical signal values with a
computer that can then interpret and make use of them.
5. Formative Evaluation – research wherein a prototype is evaluated and
modified successively with each round of feedback from test users. Different from
summative evaluation in which something is compared with and evaluated against a
competing solution.
6. LabVIEW – software created by National Instruments, Inc. that provides both
a graphical programming environment and relatively simple interfacing with proprietary
data acquisition hardware.
7. Qualitative Evaluation – exploratory and inductive in nature; differentiated
from quantitative research that is typically confirmatory and deductive in nature.
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CHAPTER 2: A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
With increasing memory and faster processors, computers gain the ability to
perform an increasing number of tasks. At the same time, the user must deal with an
increasing number of options in the user interface. Since human memory capabilities are
limited and static, computers are becoming more difficult to use because users are
presented with more options than they can deal with. Similarly, most computer systems
await explicit input from the user before performing any action (Lieberman & Selker,
2000). There is typically no collaboration and computers come to be thought of as the
user’s “slave.”
The notion of context-aware computing, or situated computing, seeks to solve the
problem of overly-complex user interfaces while at the same time making the system
more of a proactive collaborator in performing the actions the user desires. Simply
stated, context-aware systems seek to offer sophisticated capabilities while maintaining a
simple and intuitive user interface (ibid., p. 630).
This review of literature establishes the notion of context-aware computing as a
possible solution to the overly complex user interface issue and presents various
examples of context-aware systems that have been created. Next, the review identifies
and substantiates the novel and important application of context-awareness to a kitchen
table in a home setting. The review then elaborates various hurdles currently being faced
in developing effective context-aware systems and also describes various unexplored
solutions to overcome these hurdles. Lastly, literature is discussed that highlights key
issues that would be involved in the building of a context-aware kitchen table.
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Theoretical Background
In order to be helpful to the user, a context-aware system needs to “acquire and
utilize information about the context of a device to provide services that are appropriate
to the particular people, place, time, events and so forth” (Moran & Dourish, 2001, p. 89).
Additional parameters for context might include user preferences and history of
interaction (Lieberman & Selker, 2000).
These systems introduce a new interaction paradigm to the user interface. Most
computer users currently interact with their systems through a GUI (Graphical User
Interface) by means of mouse clicks and keyboard entries and in some cases menu-driven
touch screens or verbal command. This traditional interface has been augmented with
interfacing objects the user may grasp and manipulate to offer a TUI (Tangible User
Interface) (Ishii, 2002). Both of these interfaces are in the foreground, or in other words:
“the part…that is nearest to and in front of the viewer” (dictionary.com). Context-aware
interfaces seek to move much of the interaction into the background, thereby becoming
transparent to the user (Svanaes, 2001, p. 390).
Context-aware systems, then, need to be able to gather information about the
current situation in order to present “appropriate services” to the user (Dey, 2003, p. 3).
One problem with this idea is that computers have traditionally done the opposite: they
are context-independent (Lieberman & Selker, 2000, p. 618). Context-independence
simplifies the job of the programmer and makes systems easier to design. These
simplifications transpose the burden of effort from the system designer to the end user.
The end users have increasing demands placed on their attention and memory that often
result in frustration and unused system abilities (ibid.).
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Context-aware systems seek to fulfill the dream of Donald Norman where “we
just engage in normal activities and the computation becomes invisible” (Norman, 1998,
p. 10). The computation may become invisible, but the overall user experience is
enhanced because users can “turn [their] attention away from computing, per se, and
toward the other activities in which computing may play a role” (Moran & Dourish,
2001), p. 92). The interaction can reach this level of intuitiveness because, with contextawareness, the conversational bandwidth between the user and the system is increased
from clicks and key presses to include natural actions and behaviors also (Dey, 2003, p.
2). Part of this increased bandwidth is created with the ability of the user to incorporate
kinesthetic intelligence, or body movement and position, as a communication channel to
the system (Svanaes, 2003, p. 398). With this higher level of conversation comes a
decreased demand on the user for explicit inputs, thereby presenting more useful items to
the user and lowering the probability of frustration (Petrelli, Not, Strapparava, Stock, &
Zanacaro, 2000). This also frees the user to apply a higher portion of limited bandwidth
to problem solving rather than using it up in interaction “overhead.”
Examples of Context-aware Systems
Mobile Context-aware Systems
The first context-aware systems primarily used physical location of the device to
identify the context of the user. A good example is the Xerox ParcTab, an early PDA
that is essentially a graphics “dumb” terminal connected wirelessly to a host that
performs the computational duties (Schilit, Adams, & Want, 1994). Using a “cellular”
approach, each room in the building was a “cell” and the system predicted context based
on the room the user was in at the moment. The interface, for example, might present
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instructions on using the coffee maker when in the break room and then provide notetaking space when in the meeting room.
A more recent mobile system is a context-aware PDA that acts as a personalized
museum guide for each user (Petrelli, et al., 2000). Also employing a location-cue
approach, the interface changes based on which exhibits are nearest to the device (and
therefore user) and also customizes the interface based on past user interaction.
Continuing with the PDA platform, researchers created displays that adjust brightness
automatically and change screen orientation based on user positioning of the unit
(Schmidt, Beigl, & Gellerson, 1999). Departing from handheld units, researchers at MIT
have created a wearable context-aware system that includes a remembrance agent
(DeVaul, Schwartz, & Pentland, n.d.). Although the device is wearable, the same theory
is used wherein user location determines much of the basis for determining context.
Stationary Context-aware Systems
A second class of a context-aware system is stationary and changes the system
interface based on cues besides physical location of the system (it is a constant).
Illustrating the theory well is Weiser’s “Scoreboard” (television screen placed in a
building lobby or break room, etc.) that shows information to users walking by that they
are interested in and then changes for each user (Schilit, et al., 1995, p. 588). The EWindshield, a car windshield that changes information presented both to those inside and
outside the car is another example of a system that primarily uses cues other than location
of the device to determine context. Inside the car, users will see information regarding
possible obstructions, or points of interest (in this instance, functioning as a mobile
context-aware system). From the outside, entire parking lots of cars, sensing their
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surrounding autos, could be used to make large advertising space if each windshield
presents a part of the ad (Selker, Burleson, & Arroyo, 2002).
Bringing Context-awareness to the Kitchen Table
With falling costs of sensors and computing devices in general, it is becoming
easier to embed intelligence within anything around us (Cadiz, Shafer & Brumitt 2001).
Indeed, entire buildings, rooms and even appliances are becoming “intelligent” (Moran &
Dourish, 2001, p. 88). Research in context-aware systems has not, however, been applied
to the kitchen table. The kitchen table is a very appropriate object with which to study
context-awareness because it is considered a center of activity in today’s family home.
The kitchen table is not only a place for meals, but also for many other things such as:
1. Discussion among family and friends
2. Board-games
3. TV-viewing
4. Paying bills
5. Doing homework and school projects
6. Performing first aid for child’s minor injuries
7. Providing a place to set groceries before putting them away
8. Looking up a phone number
9. Leaving reminders, etc.
Researchers have identified “both material and social circumstances”
(Panayiotou, 2000, p. 2) which inherently involves the “collection of nearby people and
objects” and the changes in them over time (Schmidt, et al. 1999, p. 894) as the main
cues for context-awareness. Because a kitchen table experiences dramatic change in the
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objects placed on it and in the people or person at it, the kitchen table becomes a fitting
location to make use of the benefits of context-awareness technology. (see helps note for
this paragraph)
Implementation of a context-aware kitchen table could be accomplished with the
use of many wearable devices or small, portable systems carried by each member of the
household, but placing the intelligence in the table itself is well supported (Shafer, et al.,
2001). In addition, asking users to remember to carry sensing and identifying pieces adds
to the burdens of the individual rather than reducing them, as is the aim of context-aware
computing. This also agrees with Dourish’s goal of a “world around us imbued with
computational power” (2000, p. 1).
With a stationary context-aware system the problem of decontextualization –
difficulty in applying gathered information to future instances – can be disregarded
because context information is more easily interpreted and used (Panayiotou , 2000).
This delimitation may be made because the total possible number of contexts encountered
is reduced since there will always be some kind of connection to kitchen tables.
Although there are many other locations in a home where context-aware systems may be
of use for the same reasons mentioned above, kitchen tables will be the application
considered here because of the high number of interactions people have with tables in the
course of a day, thereby increasing the ability to effectively evaluate such a system.
Current Intellectual Hurdles in Context-aware Systems
Modeling Contexts
Context-aware systems typically use sensors to gather information such as user(s)
identity(ies), collection and changes in nearby objects, and other environmental
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characteristics. “Logic sensors” gather information such as time, interaction histories,
user preferences and software events (Schmidt, et al. 1999). All of this information needs
to be used to identify the correct time and manner to present useful services to the user.
Researchers who support the explicit naming of a context (eg. paying bills or watching
TV) call this step “context modeling” (DeVaul, et al. n.d.). Similarly, Schmidt, et al.
proposed that contexts should be identified with a unique name and that for each context,
a set of features is relevant, and further, that each relevant feature has values determined
by the context (1999). The problem of interpreting and defining context from gathered
information is defined as a difficulty because of the costs to usability of getting it wrong
and the ensuing annoyance to users (Erickson, 2002). In addition, in many
circumstances, gathered contextual cues may be either too highly abstracted or have no
abstraction, thereby making explicit modeling difficult (Schmidt, et al., 1999). Examples
of highly abstracted cues include user attention level or emotional state; both of which are
difficult to ascertain with current sensors. In addition, these cues are difficult to use for
future context prediction because the range of possible values and configurations is large.
A low abstraction cue includes factors such as light level or noise level and is simple to
measure. However, since any given value of these cues occurs very often, they are
applicable to so many contexts that their usefulness independent of other variables is
diminished.
Quality of Proactive System Decisions
One reason for the difficulties described above is that consequences are dire for
making a mistake. The annoyance when a context is incorrectly identified is high enough
that users sometimes prefer not to have context sensing as opposed to keeping it for the
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benefits it is designed to offer (Lieberman & Selker, 2000). Take the example of the
Microsoft Office Assistant, commonly known as the “Paper Clip.” Many frustrated users
just turn it off because it annoys more than it helps (Trott, 1998). One reason for the
annoyance of some context-aware systems is that they are purely rule-based. If predefined conditions are met, the action is performed immediately. Many researchers have
discussed the limitations and constraints of rule-based systems (Panayiotou, 2000;
Petrelli, et al. 2000).
Difficulty in Creating a Working Design
Because context-awareness is a relatively new field, much current research
focuses on the theoretical implications of the technology. Indeed, much of the software
merely exists to substantiate a theory or illustrate a principle. What researchers have seen
as a difficulty is taking these software systems and applying them in real-life applications
and viewing their effectiveness. Many efforts have focused on creating toolkits (Dey,
2001), or infrastructures that simplify the task of designing context-aware systems by
alleviating the need for end-user software designers to concern themselves with hardware
I/O accessing and contextual data gathering and interpretation (Kim, Yae, &
Ramakrishna, 2001). Indeed, if the software is kept “in the lab” and all sensor inputs are
simulated, researchers “risk learning nothing about real user impacts and defeat the
purpose of evaluation, wasting precious time and resources” (Edwards, Bellotti, Dey &
Newman, 2003, p. 6). Simply put, “there is no point in faking components and data if
you want to test for user experience benefits” (ibid, p. 7).
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Hurdles Not Relevant to a Kitchen Table Application
There are many intellectual hurdles not applicable when context-awareness is
applied to a kitchen table. Nevertheless, these hurdles are noteworthy because they help
establish the delimitations and scope of this context-aware project. Since context-aware
systems gather information about users’ locations and activities, much discourse has
focused on privacy issues related to who can view what information gathered by a
context-aware system (Ackerman, Darrell & Weitzner, 2001; Bellotti & Edwards, 2001).
Users might not want a system administrator to have access to information about time
spent in restrooms or which web sites he visited, for example. However, as a delimitation
of the current project, privacy issues will not be considered (see Chapter 1).
As stated, many context-aware systems reside in portable devices and are often
embedded in wearable computers. In this case, the downfall of the system would be if
the user either decides not to wear the device because it is uncomfortable or unsightly or
it could merely be forgotten. In these cases, the benefits of context-awareness are lost
because the user has not performed an explicit action (bringing the device). Although
this hurdle does not apply to this treatment, it is important to restate that explicit actions
required of the users should be minimized because they are “expensive” in terms the
amount of attention and effort they require (Lieberman & Selker, 2000).
Possible Solutions to Intellectual Hurdles in Context-aware Systems
Modeling Contexts
Much of problem of modeling contexts comes from the “tradeoff between
supporting extremely complex situations and providing a simple method for describing
situations” (Dey, 2003, p. 8). Dey goes on to state that users are in the best position to
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customize context-aware applications to meet their needs. This suggests that explicit
context modeling may not be the best approach to this problem. Indeed, BeaudouinLafon and Mackay (2000) suggest that the “computer should respond flexibly, allowing
users to react [to] and shape the current context, without having to explicitly define it in
the computer’s terms” (p. 256). These same researchers go on to show that models work
fine for officially sanctioned styles, but they fail when they do not support informal, usercreated work patterns. Consider trying to make an outline different from the one the
Microsoft Paper Clip wants you to create. The supposed context-aware helper has
succeeded in making the possible impossible.
A possible solution to this is to not begin with rigid, pre-defined rules or models
for context. Rather, begin with a “blank slate” and allow the system to learn preferences
for actions to take based on user history and the probability that the current situation
matches past iterations of the same sort. This will allow the system to fulfill Lieberman
and Selker’s ideal of a system that “dynamically adapt[s] to context” (Lieberman &
Selker, 2000, p. 20).
Interestingly, it seems that one potential weak solution - rule-based systems - led
to the use of another weak solution with context modeling. If a system is based on rules,
then when a condition set is met, there needs to be an explicit outcome—a pre-defined
model for context appropriateness. If learning algorithms are used with “blank slate”
architecture, then the constraint of using precisely modeled contexts may also be done
away with. Lieberman and Selker elaborate one possible problem with this approach:
This involves an essential tradeoff: A conservative approach sticks closely to the
concrete experience, and so achieves increased accuracy at the expense of
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restricting applicability to only those situations that are very similar to the
original. A liberal approach tries to do as much abstraction as possible, so that the
result will be widely applicable, but at the increased risk of not being faithful to
the user’s original intentions. (2000, p. 7)
With this paradigm the problem then shifts from one of pre-defined models and rules to a
problem of what amount of resolution should the context information contain. In
addition, the idea of blank-slate learning of contexts and actions open up the possibility
of having more than one context cue set to identify a particular action to perform. To
clarify, consider the possibility of a screen next to a kitchen table that can present a
children’s broadcast or news in the morning based on a knowledge of whether those
seated at the table are the children or an adult. In a rule-based system, it may be easy to
stipulate that cartoons go with children and news with the adult. However, what will the
system do if another adult is also seated with the first adult at times? Since there are two
adults instead of one, this could cause the system to not identify the situation as “show
news.” However, with blank-slate learning, if the selection to show news is made when
only one adult is seated and when another is seated with him enough times, then both
contextual cue sets can describe the “show news” context. In this manner, contexts are
not too simplistically represented because, for example, “a second adult seated also” does
not need to be removed from the cue set for “show news.” Bellotti and Edwards support
this notion and caution against favoring computation over representation and state that
systems “using simplistic representations of contextual information, while relying on
overly intelligent machine interpretations of that information—are destined to fail”
(2001, p. 210). It is somewhat akin to building a mountain where a molehill is the base.
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Theoretical support for including a contextual cue such as “mother present” and
not removing it from the cue set because it confounds explicit representation of the
context model is found in cognitive science. Studies by Thomson and Tulving (cited by
Reed, 2000, p. 166) in 1970 on the encoding specificity principle showed that the use of
cue words when learning a word pair aided in retrieval of the target word even when the
target word is not one that would be initially associated with the cue word. Thus, in the
best model for intelligence—the human mind—cues for retrieval (like cues to indicate
system contexts) may be more arbitrary than initially thought and aid in retrieval
(defining context action to perform) rather than hinder it.
Thus when humans integrate from past experience (Erickson, 2002), context cues
are not explicitly predefined and the items or contexts to which they apply are not
explicitly named. More simply, context-awareness is like taking pictures; you gather the
information present at the time the actions are recorded (Petrelli, et al. 2000). Just as
with a picture, what falls within the viewfinder is not defined, it is merely what is present
and available.
Quality of Proactive System Decisions
To illustrate the annoyance of incorrect proactive decision-making by a contextaware system, the Microsoft Paper Clip was discussed. Researchers have shown that a
possible solution to the problem of incorrect identification of a user’s context (e.g.
changing the format of a document contrary to the wishes of the user) is to involve the
user in the control loop (Erickson, 2002). Beaudouin and Mackay suggest “computers
should complement inadequate skills, such as short term memory, without trying to take
over intellectual skills requiring human judgment” (2000). An example of this could be
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if a system detects that context cues indicate that an action is appropriate, it could present
the option to perform the action to the user with a dialog box asking for permission to
continue and present the service. Going a step further, “more ambitious context-aware
computing occurs when the system actively drives or trades off control with the user”
(Selker & Burleson, 2000, p. 10).
In addition to involving the user in the control loop when a system desires to
present a service to the user, the mere fact that a system begins with a blank-slate and
learns based on user history should make the quality of the decisions better.
Difficulty in Creating a Working Design
In order to take a context-aware software solution and apply it to a real-life
situation, care must be taken from the first stages of software design. A possible solution
to this problem is to use software that already has interfacing built in for sensor and other
hardware input. LabVIEW is an example of a programming language (uses constructs
similar to C) that is designed to work with data acquisition hardware taking both analog
and digital inputs (LabVIEW Resources, n.d.). Because the hardware interfacing is
already designed, it is an ideal platform for working out theoretical postulates. Adding
the “real-life” aspect is as easy as changing an on-screen “fake” input to one from the
data acquisition board. More about using LabVIEW for programming as well as
infrastructure will be discussed in the next section.
Another difficulty of bringing software from theory to reality is that of uniquely
identifying objects that can be cues to a given situation. Consider needing to identify if a
cereal bowl and child are present so the system can decide whether or not to play
cartoons. Recognizing that there is a cereal bowl on the table is a difficult task to
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perform for computers currently. Most researchers have solved this problem by just
adding some kind of tag to all objects the system may need to identify as present or not.
Some ways of tagging could be using infrared active tags (DeVaul, Dunn, Schwartz &
Pentland, n.d.; DeVaul, Schwartz & Pentland), bar codes (Svanaes, 2001), or radio
frequency identification (RFID) to identify things. Additional methods of simplifying the
implementation of a theoretical context-aware system will be given later while describing
how a context-aware kitchen table might be built.
Design and Construction of a Context-Aware Kitchen Table
Hardware Issues
Electronics sensors are the means by which data from the outside world is
gathered and presented to the computer system. Sensor choice is important when
enabling a kitchen table environment to determine the context in which it is being
engaged. Dey, Abowd and Salber (2001) emphasize the sensing of physical attributes
such as:
1. Time (of day, day of week, or both)
2. Place
3. People
4. Physical artifacts
5. Computational artifacts
First, time is a simple cue to gather because most systems running context-aware
software also have an internal clock. In essence, time is a free cue (DeVaul, Schwartz ,&
Pentland, n.d.). Although easy to acquire, time is also an important cue as it is a strong
indicator of family activities at a kitchen table. Second, place is not considered because
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once installed, the place of a kitchen table is constant. Additionally, even though a table
may be installed in many different rooms within a given home or building, the placement
is relatively static after initial placement.
Third, people and the collection of people must be identified. Because the
existing system model (Selker & Burleson, 2000) of a table involves sitting in a chair,
determining the identity of the seated person can be accomplished by measuring seated
weight. Since primarily only the members of a given household would use the
ContexTable, the resolution of a seated weight sensor can be relatively low by
instrumentation standards and still correctly determine the identity of the person(s) sitting
at the table. Fourth, physical artifacts can be identified as present by using a tagging
model described above or another simpler method if appropriate. Fifth, computational
artifacts present can be identified in the same way as physical artifacts. For example, the
fact that the user has a PDA while using the system would be indicated by the covering of
a sensor on the table. In addition to these parameters, the system should use “logical
sensors” (Schmidt et al., 1999) that provide the software with information about current
system states.
Selker and Burleson (2000) point out another aspect of hardware design. They
state that design and aesthetics are important and can affect the ability to use the system.
In addition, they point out the need for systems to have “seductive” interfaces. This
means that the system should:
1. Create instinctive emotional responses
2. Connect with personal values and goals
3. Create ongoing surprises
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4. Enable discovery of the unexpected or deeper value
In addition, the system should provide explicit congruency (have the ability to
accomplish the explicit intended goal), and implicit comfort (meet needs broader than its
specific task). The same researchers urge context-aware system designers to provide an
augmented task model, or allowing the user to do more than they initially expected
(ibid.). An example might be a kitchen table that senses that the father is not present and
reminds the family to save leftovers for him automatically.
Software Issues
Traditionally, designers of context-aware systems have used object-oriented
procedural code and scripting when writing software for context-aware systems (DeVaul,
et al. ,n.d.; Dey, et al., 2001; Kim, et al., 2001; Brown, et al., 1997). On the other hand,
other researchers made their software a kind of toolkit that allows designers of contextaware software to “plug in” to their context-aware outputs without having to deal with the
more challenging areas of hardware interfacing and gathering useful context information
(Dey, et al., 2001). This allows designers to think about their applications from a higher
level and gives them architectural services or features around which they can work (Dey,
2003). Providing this context-aware application infrastructure has proved difficult
because the limitations of the designer of the infrastructure are arbitrarily carried over to
the application designer. In addition, it is difficult to attach actual sensors because the
designer of the toolkit cannot know exactly which sensors the application designer will
choose. The benefits of having a ready-made software infrastructure are overshadowed
by the difficulty of interfacing sensors and other hardware (Edwards, et al., 2003).
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As a framework for the goals of a context infrastructure, Edwards et al. give a
minimal set of features a context-aware software infrastructure should provide:
1. Useful abstractions for representing context
2. A query and event-based information mechanism for acquiring context
3. Persistent store of context data for later use
4. Cross-platform and cross-language compatibility to allow use by many
applications
5. A runtime layer that could support multiple applications simultaneously
LabVIEW is a programming language designed to work with proprietary data
acquisition hardware that may help to overcome these problems. The application to this
research will be discussed in Chapter 3: Methodology under the subheading “Difficulty in
Creating a Working Design.”
Another suggestion by Edwards et al. (2001) when creating context-aware
systems is to keep the test applications lightweight and not very sophisticated. These will
allow an initial proof of concept and are more valuable on the first iteration of a system
design because of the “return on investment,” they state. Pier (2000) also supports
“keeping it simple” so over-zealous software designers do not make their software an
annoyance rather than a help in the first iterations.
Conclusion
Although context-aware computing is a relatively new field, a great deal of
groundwork has been laid to assist in future studies. The strong theoretical bases,
although not all congruent, allows system designers to choose a defined paradigm and
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design around it. The strong theoretical bases will ease system designers’ tasks, as there
is at least a map for the road they wish to construct
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH
Methodology Overview
The research methodology for the ContexTable is a mixture of various methods
because the project involves essentially two parts. The goal was to create a prototype
system to test a theory of functionality. First, the prototype must be built. Second, the
prototype must be tested to find out if the objective was met or not. Although either of
these tasks offers significant research depth and opportunity on its own, in order to create
a usable system, both parts were completed. This chapter discusses the building and
testing of the prototype ContexTable, a context-aware kitchen table. Code, circuit
diagrams and a parts list of the hardware used to complete the prototype are detailed in
the appendixes.
Design and Construction of a Context-Aware Kitchen Table
Hardware
As discussed in Chapter 2, a context-aware system should be able to sense and
make use of data regarding the following parameters:
1. Time
2. Place
3. People
4. Physical artifacts
5. Computational artifacts
First, time and date are obtained directly from the software used to program the
ContexTable. Second, as discussed earlier, place is not considered because once
installed, the place of a kitchen table is constant.
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Figure 3.1. Force sensing resistor used in the seat bottoms.

Figure 3.2. Arrangement and wiring of seated weight sensors.

Third, people and the collection of people are identified by seated weight. The
sensors used to detect seated weight information are force-sensing resistors (FSRs). This
is a low-cost (about $5/sensor compared to about $100/sensor for a load cell) method of
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determining force or weight (depending on orientation) applied. In this particular
application, four half-inch round FSRs (Figure 3.1, Interlink Part No. 402) were used in a
square configuration (see Figure 3.2). The FSRs are sandwiched between two layers of
¼” Masonite wood with one at each corner. The wood layers are affixed so they remain
together as one unit and are therefore suitable for placement below a seat pad in
determining seated weight on a very low-resolution scale (only able to differentiate
between absence of person, and presence of adult or child).
Two sensors were wired in series (one pair in front and one pair in back) to
simplify the installation. Having a sensor pair in front and in back also gives the system
rudimentary information on user posture. If there is more weight on the front sensors, the
user could be said to be leaning forward and vice versa. This information is useful
because it gives the system additional information about user posture instead of just the
weight of the person as might be determined if the sensors were used in another
arrangement or location.
Fourth, the system needed to identify physical artifacts. The task of identifying
objects on a table without using any “tags” placed on objects is relatively intensive and
usually involves some kind of digital camera using edge and color detection. Because
this project involves a prototype and the focus is not on computer object recognition, this
approach was not pursued. In addition, placing tags on all possible objects would force
the user to perform actions outside the normal “user model” of a kitchen table (such as
scanning a bar code over a scanner each time an object is placed on the table). Other
methods such as RFID were cost-prohibitive, but would be suitable. Instead, a simpler
method was chosen that still gave the desired effect.
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Some of the photosensors used to
identify objects on the table

False “cupboard”
opened with attached
solenoid.

Touch
screen.

Phone with sensor to
detect if handset is
lifted

Remote control wired
to send key press
information to system.

False “plates” and
“board game” used for
testing.

Figure 3.3. Overall photo of ContexTable showing some sensors and other items.

Photosensors were embedded in the table surface (see Figure 3.3). One sensor
was placed at each location a user might set a plate or bowl and additional sensors placed
at the center of the table, and in a location a user might set a checkbook. These sensors
merely detect presence or absence of light. Thus, when the sensor is covered it will
register a dark voltage level output. This could indicate that an object is covering the
sensor. Since the sensors are placed in the center of specific locations where certain
objects are usually placed (such as at the center of a placemat), this usually indicates the
presence of the respective object (a plate or bowl). However, it could be that the user has
merely placed his arm or a piece of paper over the sensor and the system would register
an incorrect record in the database.
However, as will be seen in Chapter 4: Results and Analysis, this does not
automatically nullify that entry in the database for two reasons. First, it could be that the
user customarily places his arm in this position when performing this action and the
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system should recognize it as a context cue. Second, it could be it was done
unintentionally and this should not be used as a context cue. If this is the case, then it
merely takes the system longer to build up enough surety (high enough score) for the
context before prompting the user to perform the action. This is one of the strengths of
this particular system; its ability to take in multiple context cue sets for any given action
request. As opposed to most other systems, this system does not require one set of cues
to represent one context-triggered action.
Fifth, computational artifacts present can be identified in the same way as physical
artifacts. For example, the fact that the user has a PDA while using the system would be
indicated by the covering of a sensor on the table. Since this is a simplified prototype, it
is forgiven that it is not likely a user will place the PDA in the precise location to cover
the photosensor in real life. In future research, other sensor technology, such as RFID,
could increase the system capability without extreme monetary costs or burden on user
actions.
In addition to the five parameters outlined above by Dey, et al. (2001), the system
uses “logical sensors” (Schmidt et al., 1999) that provide the software with information
about current system states. Since LabVIEW either opens an outside program or
executes a subroutine (subVI, such as the software dice or simple text reminders) it is
simple to program the system to record all important software events. The software
keeps a record of which action the user has requested.
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Figure 3.4. Flow diagram of ContexTable pattern-matching algorithm.

Implemented Solutions to Problems Described in Chapter 2
Modeling Contexts
As described in Chapter 2, a current problem in context-aware systems is the
difficulty in modeling contexts. In summary, researchers have found it difficult to create
usable representations of what defines a context and similarly, what contextual
parameters should be counted as cues to trigger a proactive system action. The solution
explored in the ContexTable was to take on the problem from a different angle. Figure
3.4 summarizes the system’s algorithm as it relates to what goes on in the background.
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Instead of finding a way to model and represent contextual cue sets with fidelity, the
ContexTable uses a paradigm akin to that proposed to Petrelli, et al. (2000) in that it takes
figurative “snapshots.” These snapshots are limited to the type, number and placement of
sensors attached to the context-aware system. Snapshots are recorded as an entry in a
database of all snapshots recorded any time a user selects a system action (ie. opening a
program).

Figure 3.5. The latest version of the interface the users encountered in test sessions.

The last version of the menu for the test users is a simple display of the available
programs and services the ContexTable can execute (see Figure 3.5). The time of day
shows users what time of day it is because, in the simulation, they were imagining the
time of day to allow the test to be completed in 20 minutes.
Machine Learning
As users go about their daily actions, the system successively records the
information available to it by the sensors connected. If the user asks the system to
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perform an action and the system determines the current snapshot to be close enough to a
snapshot in the database (within a programmed range), then the database does not record
a new entry, but rather updates the existing, matched entry with a higher “score,”
indicating the same action has been selected by the user when all sensor values were
similar enough to recorded values to warrant being called the same (in terms of the
accuracy needed for context-awareness).
When the system encounters a current snapshot matching one in the database, it
must then determine if the action has been performed enough times (by determining if the
“score” is above a certain threshold) to warrant a proactive system suggestion to the user.
If it is above the first threshold, then the user is prompted to accept or decline an action.
Figure 3.6 summarizes the flow of the user interface. This visual, on-screen prompt is
accompanied by a simulated computer voice asking the same question. The voice prompt
is to aid the user in case they are not seated directly in front of the monitor at the time of
the suggestion.
If the user declines the suggestion, the score is reset to zero so that the user is not
prompted again when the same conditions are met. This is because the user has just told
the system that the database record that prompted the action is not one where the user
actually wants the action to be performed. If the user accepts the suggestion, then the
program is opened (or other action performed by system) and the score for the snapshot
in the database is increased by one. In this manner, the system records that the
suggestion it presented was a correct one. The system continues to monitor current
sensor values, comparing them with sensor values (snapshots) in the database about every
quarter second.
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Figure 3.6. Flow diagram of simultaneous options during user experience.

When a current snapshot matches one in the database and the user is prompted
with a suggestion, there is another possible system action. If the user has verified the
system prompt enough times to bring the score above the second threshold, then the user
is no longer prompted to accept or deny the suggestion and the action is performed
automatically. The user is notified of this action with the simulated voice signal.
Because the testing performed here involved a quick, 20 minute simulation, the
thresholds were set significantly lower than they may be in an actual setting so the test
users could have the desired experience in a short time. With a higher threshold in an
actual scenario, the number of suggested actions would be lowered in the beginning
because it would take more repeated situations to get the score high enough. This
increases the time before the system begins to suggest actions to the user, but also ensures
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that the only actions suggested to the user are those determined to be relatively common.
This topic will be discussed further in Chapter 5: Conclusions and Recommendations.
This machine learning is very rudimentary and the Artificial Intelligence field
offers numerous other, more complex and possibly more effective, learning algorithms
(neural nets, Bayesian networks, fuzzy logic, etc). However, the elegance of a machine
learning system is evident not from its complexity, but from its ability to perform a
needed function effectively. The software created effectively performs all necessary
duties for this particular application. While there were numerous constraints to the
hardware and user interface, the algorithm showed it could be applied to more
complicated implementations with minor revisions. This will also be discussed further in
Chapter 5.
Quality of Proactive Decisions
In the previous chapter, the Microsoft Paper Clip was used as an example of poor
proactive decision-making on the part of a supposed context-aware system. Erickson
(2002) suggests involving the user in the control loop to solve the problem of a system
performing incorrect actions automatically (i.e. changing formatting at inappropriate
times). This means the system does not (at least initially) perform actions for the user
automatically without verification from the user. As described above, the software for
the ContexTable prompts to user to accept or reject suggestions for actions. The goal
with respect to user interaction was to ask as little user intervention as possible while
using the ContexTable. This type of system allows the user to go about normal activities
(starting programs from a menu and changing objects/persons at/near the system) and the
system merely asks yes or no questions at times. Then, after verifying an action enough
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times (rejection need only happen once), the system begins to aid the user by performing
actions with no intervention from the user. At this point, the action has been verified
enough times that the system suggests only desired actions.
Difficulty in Creating a Working Design
As Edwards, et al. (2003) point out, if the software is written to always use
“faked” data or is otherwise simulated, then researchers “risk learning nothing about real
user impacts, and defeat the purpose of evaluation.” To get over this hurdle, a software
language designed to work mainly with proprietary data acquisition hardware called
LabVIEW G, was used. LabVIEW’s best use may be as a tool for rapid prototyping of
context-aware systems and not for final, end-user versions, yet with upcoming versions of
the software, it may be robust enough to handle end-user applications also.
First, LabVIEW code can be created on any computer with or without the
proprietary data acquisition hardware and it is cross-platform functional between Linux,
Windows, and Macintosh. This allows software designers to work out theories without
having yet added hardware and but rather using numerical data entered by hand using
convenient on-screen LabVIEW dials. The task of then adding hardware is taken care of
by LabVIEW’s packaged code and hardware. Analog and digital sensors can be added
and interfaced in minutes (LabVIEW Resources, n.d.). Changing the “faked” data to real
sensor input data would then be complete. Indeed, this exact process was used for the
ContexTable and worked flawlessly as a debugging tool while hardware was still being
tested.
A second reason LabVIEW is a valuable tool for rapid prototyping is the
graphical programming language it uses. This allows someone not as familiar with
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procedural code to work up algorithms very similar in construction to those used in C,
although the data flows use block diagrams and LabVIEW’s proprietary “wiring” system.
Additionally, LabVIEW can run procedural code written in text such as Java, C and C++
within its own constructs. LabVIEW already has provisions to interface all ActiveX
enabled programs. Since all Microsoft programs use ActiveX, this provides a powerful
way for context-aware system designers to execute, customize and present programs and
services to a user. These would be the “hooks” called for by Edwards et al. that allow
“modification of existing applications (e.g. web browser, calendar, e-mail)” (2003).
Programs not accessible with ActiveX calls could be interfaced as done traditionally in
context-aware systems with a call to a function from within LabVIEW constructs using
C, C++ or Java, as mentioned.
LabVIEW aided in creating a “lightweight” (Edwards, et al., 2001) program with
the necessary constrictions and capabilities that allowed users to get a feel for the
possibilities of such a system and allowed the author to effectively evaluate the system.
Limitations of LabVIEW Programming
With all the capabilities and benefits of LabVIEW as a development environment
for context-aware systems, it has a significant downfall. The language, using ActiveX
calls, could open, customize and present a program to the user, yet it was not able to
determine when the user had closed the program after use. This is significant because of
the manner in which the learning and proactive actions algorithm was designed. When a
test user is using a service presented automatically by the system, the user will often close
the program or service before changing the objects or people present at the table (ie.
closing the morning news before standing and removing the bowl from the sensor). The
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program compares current values to database records many times a second and since all
cues are present to initiate a proactive action, the system will present the prompt to the
user the moment the user has just closed that service or program. This will clearly not
allow the program to function as desired.
The system needed some software cue that told the system when the user had
closed the service or program outside the LabVIEW environment. This capability could
not be identified and was therefore not implemented. Perhaps with greater LabVIEW
programming experience and more time, the issue could have been resolved. However, a
workaround was devised which allowed the users to have the desired experience. A
simple, moderator-controlled hardware switch (interfaced with LabVIEW hardware and
software) was installed which allowed human intervention to overcome the software
limitations. Therefore, while the user was testing the system, the moderator merely
flipped the switch when the user exited the program. This allowed the system to have the
needed information about the closure of the outside service or program the system had
activated. The switch was flipped inconspicuously so the user was unaware and could
evaluate the system for the merits it could have if this limitation were overcome.
General Testing of Context-Aware Systems
Examples From the Literature
The second major part of the formative evaluation is to test the prototype. Other
context-aware systems have been created and have been tested in various manners. It is
helpful to begin by delineating the stage of use this evaluation seeks to cover. Selker and
Burleson (2000) provide a generalized framework in which to view the progression of a
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user when first encountering a context-aware system. They state that it is normal for a
user to pass through the three stages of:
1.

Learning

2.

Frustration

3.

Mature use

So, it is natural if users are not fully satisfied with the device the first time they
use it. This evaluation will seek to cover the “Learning” stage and perhaps the
“Frustration” stage. The definition of “Mature Use” will be adjusted slightly for this
research because the system is a prototype and users will have limited time (minutes not
days) to get used to it.
As an assessment of success of a context-aware system, Schmidt et al. (1999) lay
down specific objectives. Success is then measured by the degree to which the system
meets those objectives. Another context-aware system, HP’s CoolTown (Svanaes, 2001)
is evaluated by degree to which it departs from the current user interfaces in drawing on
more of Gardner’s (1983) seven intelligences. The intelligences currently drawn on by
user interfaces are primarily logical-mathematical, linguistic, and visual intelligence. An
additional intelligence used by CoolTown, for example, is bodily-kinesthetic because
movement and body positioning affect computer actions.
Various systems are evaluated by presenting the abilities of the prototype with
proof-of-concept applications. Systems evaluated in this way include the Xerox
PARCTab (Brown, et al. 1997) and the E-Windshield (Selker, et al., 2002). This type of
testing is inherently devoid of rigorous scientific method, yet is suitable for projects of
small scale where proof-of-concept is preferred over widely applicable academic impact.
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In addition to these methods, some researchers provide general success
parameters for a context-aware system. First, the system can be deemed not a success if
it results in more distractions than helpful actions. Second, the system should provide
information and services relevant to the task the user wishes to accomplish (Dey, 2003).
Third, the user should be able to concentrate on the task and not the computer. In
essence, the computer becomes as “invisible” as possible (Petrelli, et al., 2000). Fourth,
the system succeeds if the “technology becomes incorporated naturally, even
subliminally, into the user’s work practice” (Pier, 2000, p. 2). Last, another test is to
remove the technology after the users have reached the “mature user” stage and see what
the reactions of the users are (ibid).
Formative Versus Summative Evaluation
The first steps in the creation of any new system or even any piece of software are
prototyping and evaluation. The prototyping of this system has been described above.
Next, the prototype must be evaluated. In evaluation, formative evaluation and
summative evaluation must be differentiated.
Most people are familiar with summative evaluation, which seeks to determine if
the system that has been built is actually the system that was envisioned and specified. In
summative evaluation, it is important to know whether the usability specifications and
goals have been met or exceeded (Rosson, Carroll, 2002).
Formative evaluation is aimed at improving a design prototype, not merely
measuring overall quality. In formative evaluation, the system is not under scrutiny as a
whole, but rather each part is looked at during test iterations to determine changes that
need to be made. These changes are made before more test users perform an evaluation.
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In this manner, formative evaluation seeks to improve a system repetitively until it is
deemed ready to begin summative evaluation. (Ibid.)
Pancer (1996) elucidates the differences between these types of evaluation when
referring to assessment of social change programs:
Formative evaluations are designed primarily to provide information that can be
used in helping to form, develop, or improve the program. Summative
evaluations, on the other hand, are intended to provide information that can be
used in “summing up” the program’s worth or value. Summative evaluations
typically occur at a later stage in the program’s development, and they are
designed to provide a kind of report card for the program, indicating the extent to
which the program has achieved its major objectives.
It should be noted that Pancer does not mention the specific use of quantitative studies
versus qualitative ones when referring to formative and summative evaluations.
Presumably, both types of studies are valid and useful at either stage of evaluation and
depend on the nature of the subject in question.
Research with the ContexTable focuses mainly on the formative evaluation stage.
Since this is the first time a system of this type has ever been built, many iterations of the
“test-improve-retest” cycle had to be performed before the system could be tested by a
larger number of subjects. However, after the major problems were identified and
corrected, users began to experience the system in the manner that fulfilled all the design
and user experience specifications laid out. At this point, the research began to touch on
summative evaluation.
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It must be made clear that the main thrust of this study is not summative
evaluation. If this were the case, then much more quantitative work would have been
required so the results could be extrapolated to have meaning on a greater scope. Still,
since the prototype reached a point where no major additional changes needed to be made
and the user could compare the experience to other similar situations and draw
meaningful conclusions, the study could be said to have begun into the realm of
summative evaluation.
Qualitative Versus Quantitative Study
As noted above, this study does not seek to provide quantitative results that would
aid in induction of a broader meaning by the strength of statistical significance. On the
contrary, the study is qualitative. When deciding which type of study to utilize, the
purpose of the study is the key. The following describes this difference well. Take note
that although it speaks of social “programs,” the reasoning is applicable to any time the
qualitative vs. quantitative study question arises.
If the purpose is to gain a holistic, in-depth understanding of the program’s impact
from the perspective of those involved in the program, a qualitative approach
would be the method of choice. If, on the other hand, the purpose of the
evaluation is to determine the extent to which all program participants have
achieved the goals established by the program, a quantitative approach would be
preferable. (Pancer, 1996)
In addition, qualitative studies are useful for the same reason that quantitative studies are
sometimes inadequate. Specifically, user experiences with regard to a new type of
human computer interaction scenario are complex things that are unique to the social,
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historical, and temporal context in which they are embedded. Further, each person
involved in the program will have an experience that is to some extent unique and cannot
be adequately described by looking at numerical scores on a few standardized measures
(Ibid.).
Pancer (1996) goes on to describe the basic parts of a qualitative study. These
parts usually include “(a) in-depth, open-ended interviews; (b) direct observation; and (c)
review of program documents and records.” Although these parts were not adhered to in
the strictest sense, the parts applied to this study are described below.
Details of Methodology for This Study
Since this is a qualitative and a formative study, the atmosphere is different from a
typical quantitative study. This study is even different from a typical qualitative study
that is not formative. For example, some qualitative studies involve one-way mirrors and
a certain measure of “sterility.” However, because the prototype is in such an early stage
of development and initially contained many bugs, the study was less rigorous in terms of
protocol that ensures statistical significance. Therefore, users will be selected from
among acquaintances and volunteers entering the lab after seeing signs advertising the
testing. The technical background of each user is listed in Appendix E. Since the
ContexTable represents a departure from all former computer interaction for all users
testing the system, such a “sterile” study would not be possible because the user would
reach too many points of question or frustration to be able to have the desired experience.
The reason for this is that, to use Selker and Burleson’s (2000) nomenclature, the user
cannot employ an existing system model to complete tasks. Since a new channel of
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communication has been opened up between the system and the user, the style of use is
completely different from traditional computer systems.
Data Gathering
The standardized materials given to the test users were (1) a printout with a onepage introduction to how the system works and how to interact with it and (2) a
questionnaire. The main method of gathering data from the test users was by means of a
questionnaire filled out by test users after going through the simulation of using the
ContexTable system. The second method of gathering feedback from test users is from
conversation with the test users. Lastly, all test user sessions and subsequent discussions
were video taped. These tools are described in the following sections.

Figure 3.7. Sample page from version one of Test User Instruction set.
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Instruction Set
The test users were given a standardized printout of the instructions for using the
system during the simulation. All users read this printout before being allowed to ask the
moderator any questions. The users were assured they were not under scrutiny, but rather
the system was. Test users were also advised they could ask the moderator questions
along the way. The questionnaire itself was one of the subjects of formative evaluation.
The questionnaire changed along with the capabilities and level of functionality of the
system. There were two main changes made to the questionnaire and accompanying
instruction set. At first, the instructions (see Figure 3.7) focused on guarding the users
from engaging in activities that would cause the system to malfunction. In addition, after
the problems creating the need for the specific instructions had been fixed, the
instructions were adjusted slightly, but still not a great deal (see Figure 3.8).
Subsequently, the responses to the questionnaire and comments made pointed to
the fact that the test users did not understand the system capabilities correctly. Test users
believed that they had to conform all actions to a pre-defined script in order for the
system to react correctly. However, the key strengths of this particular context-aware
system are precisely that the user does not need to conform to a predefined script for the
system to react correctly. As described in Chapter 2, this system does not work on the
paradigm of context modeling where the focus is on defining cues to activate a given
context action. Instead, users merely perform actions and selections as they normally
would and the system reacts to repetition. In the short time allowed for users to help
evaluate the system, it was helpful for users to follow a predefined set of actions and
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selections, because it allowed them to see the capabilities of the system in the minimal
amount of time.

Figure 3.8. Sample page from version two of Test User Instruction set.
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However, at the same time, the user was not seeing the main strength of the
system; the freedom in actions and selections allowed. Therefore, the instruction set was
changed (see Figure 3.9) to enable the user to experience the freedom of actions and
selections of which the system is capable. In this instruction set, the user was given no
explicit instructions on actions or selections to perform. User reactions to the different
instruction sets will be described fully in Chapter 4: Results and Analysis.
Questionnaire
The purpose of the questionnaire was to evaluate the user experience during the
system use simulation. For the first users, the questionnaire (see Figure 4.4.) focused on
whether or not the user had the desired experience while using the system. However,
when the main problems had been corrected for later users, version three of the
questionnaire (see Figure 4.6) focused more on the quality of the user experience and
how the user would rate the experience against normal daily activities. In this manner,
the study began to touch on summative evaluation because the system was not under
scrutiny to determine what needed to be changed for future users, but rather to determine
the nature of the user experience as compared to the traditional user experience.
Some things on the questionnaire remained consistent. For example, all of the
questionnaires had questions that asked the test users to think of possibilities for
application in other areas of life. The reason for this was that the author posits that if
users generally enjoyed the system and believed it to have merit, then they would likely
begin to see the possibilities for application in other realms. However, if the user had a
negative experience or believed the system to have less utility than costs, the author
supposed users would likely give few or no suggestions desired use in other daily items.
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An example of another question that did not change was on whether the system provided
any surprises that kept the interest of the user. This is in accord with the suggestion from
Selker and Burleson (2000) that a successful system should create ongoing surprises to
generate interest and urge the user to use the system more. Other questions remained
consistent throughout testing, and are apparent in the next chapter.

Figure 3.9. Sample page from third version of Test User Instruction set.

The exact changes made to the questions and which ones were deleted and added
will not be explained here. In the next chapter on Results and Analysis, the changes will
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be explained as the answers to those questions are discussed along with the reasons for
these changes.
Video Taping of Test User Sessions
The second method of gathering data was from the video taping of user test
sessions. Because many comments and user observations were made during the course of
the session and were not recorded on paper in the questionnaire, the videotapes provide
some of the most telling data. In the video, users are not preparing responses as they
might be when answering a questionnaire, so in some respects the reactions and
comments on the videotapes are more truthful than questionnaire responses.
In addition, users were engaged in casual conversation after the session before
answering the questionnaire (and after) about their experience while using the
ContexTable. These responses figure prominently in Chapter 4: Results and Analysis.
The video tape records were reviewed and notes were made of the contents. These notes
are found in Appendix C.
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Data Presentation
Order of Presentation of Test User Results
Test users performed a simulation of actual use of the ContexTable in a home
setting. Since this study was a formative evaluation of a prototype, the data will not be
presented as a cumulative summary of all users’ reactions and responses to questionnaire
items. This is because both the user experience and the questionnaire changed during the
course of the test period. Therefore, the results will be presented in the order in which
users tested the system, on a mostly individual basis.
A reasonable progression of user experiences can be based around Selker and
Burleson’s (2000) user experience levels of (1) Learning, (2) Frustration and (3) Mature
Use. The 25 test user results were divided roughly by how they fit into these phases.
Group One experienced the learning and frustration phases for a large portion of the time.
Group Two had varying amounts of learning and frustration and some even experienced
or were able to envision mature use. Group Three users were almost all able to forgo
almost all frustration and pass from a shorter learning phase than the prior two groups to
something that might be called mature use for this simplified prototype. Users from
Group Four had experiences similar to those of Group Three, yet the sessions were
conducted with groups of users instead of individual test users.
Review of Success Parameters
Before continuing, some success parameters for a context-aware system from the
literature review in Chapter 2 will be reviewed (see Table 4.1).
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Table 4.1. Success Parameters For Evaluating A Context-Aware System.
Success parameter
1. Degree to which the system draws
on other of Gardner’s seven
intelligences than the typical computer
system. (Svanaes, 2001)

How to test for fulfillment

Applicable here?

Whether intelligences other
Not easily quantitatively
than logical-mathematical
measured, but will be discussed.
(such as body-kinesthetic) are
used.

2. Distraction to help ratio for system. Ask users in questionnaire.

Applicable, tested and presented.

3. Information and services relevant to Ask users in questionnaire.
the task at hand. (Dey, 2003)

Applicable, tested and presented.

4. User able to concentrate on task at Ask users in questionnaire.
hand and not on computer. (Petrelli, et
al., 2000)

Applicable, tested and presented.

5. Ability to incorporate technology
Ask users in questionnaire.
naturally into normal “work” practice.
(Pier, 2000, p. 2)

Applicable, tested and presented.

6. Reactions of user after removing
technology after having reached
mature user phase. (Pier, 2000, p. 2)

Applicable, but not tested.

Not tested because users not
able to reach “mature user”
stage in short time allotted.

Style of Presentation
In general, as Pancer (1996) states, “the major purpose of a qualitative evaluation
report is to give the reader a sense of what it was like to be involved in the program, and
how the program affected those who participated.” More specifically, the same work
goes on to remind “a qualitative evaluation would likely include many quotes and
descriptions.” Some user experiences will be described in more detail than others. The
earlier users typically had more problems and for the most part, more comments. Later
users, proceeding through the experience more smoothly, generally had fewer comments.
This could be because they did not think about the system providing the experience and
what it might be able to do with more work, but rather focused on the specific experience
they had. In addition, the later users’ questionnaires were provided more quantitative
measures and can therefore be compiled to a concise summary of results of this group.
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Therefore, early users are described individually and later users will be described as a
summary of their experiences.

Figure 4.1. First page of all versions of instruction set.
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Test User Experience
All test users, upon entering the test area were given a standard set of instructions.
The first page (see Figure 4.1.) contained a brief introduction to the system and how it
works. After describing what would be happening in the next 20 minutes, the user was
reassured both on this page and verbally that the system was what was being tested, not
them. Great effort was taken to assure users they were not being evaluated for their
abilities, but rather the system was.
The second page (see Figure 4.2.) was a large print reminder that the system is
slow and to be patient (so the system had time to perform proactive actions before users
selected them) and to follow the instructions exactly. However, as the test session
instruction set changed and the user sessions were more free form, the instruction to
follow directions exactly was removed. It was then replaced with a reminder to the users
to be honest and that their answers would not hurt the feelings of the moderator no matter
what they responded. (see Figure 4.3.)

Figure 4.2. Second page of instruction set version one and two.
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Figure 4.3. Second page of instruction set version three.

After reading these general instructions, the test users were asked if they had any
more questions or comments before beginning the session. The test users were told that
this is not like a typical test where the moderator had to be behind a one-way mirror, etc.
Instead, they could ask questions as they proceeded through the simulation. Establishing
this free and easy atmosphere helped users to feel more comfortable about the situation
and to feel more at ease while performing the test.
The user then sat at the ContexTable and began the test by reading the instructions
on the table for the simulation. The changes made to the instructions are detailed below.
During the simulation, the users regularly conversed with the moderator and asked
questions as necessary. The moderator provided answers that were mostly minimalist in
hopes of letting users discover more about the system on their own.
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After the simulation, the users were asked if they had any questions or comments
before proceeding to the questionnaire. The reason for this was to clear up any
misconceptions the user might have about the capabilities of the system. Therefore,
when the user filled out the questionnaire, they could get the best feel for what the system
can do if they were not limited to the quick 20 minute time limit imposed here for
convenience to the test subjects.
All users filled out a questionnaire, yet the questionnaire changed as more
subjects tested the system. Therefore, the questions and, in turn, the responses changed
over the course of the tests.
Group One: Learning to Frustration Phases, Instruction Set Version One
One problem discovered among the first users was in the paper instruction set
given to users. Versions one and two of the instruction set were difficult to understand
for most users (see Chapter 3, Figure 3.7. & 3.8.). Users were asked to place a
checkmark next to item they chose to make sure they repeated the same action each time
the simulated “day” was repeated. Therefore, many of these first test users were not able
to have to desired experience that would allow them to evaluate the system most
accurately because of the added complications of the instructions, the change in time of
day and the need for placement of items in a certain location. In a real situation, all of
these procedures would not be needed. Ideally, the user would simply go about normal
activities and the system would begin to ask yes or no questions. The fact that the
instructions were so explicit distracted the users from the desired experience.
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Test User 1
Summary

Overall, for Test User 1, the system made the correct suggestions. However, the
code written to properly delay the opening of services repeatedly was not working. The
limitations of the LabVIEW programming language described earlier make it impossible
to know when the user closed a service opened by the ContexTable. Because of this code
the system began to repeatedly open services over and over after the user closed the
service. With this problem occurring often, the moderator needed to intervene numerous
times during the test to correct invalid suggestions and suitably change parameters
manually to fix the problem. However, while experiencing these problems, the user
made an interesting observation that exhibited his understanding of the functioning of the
system when he said: “So, if I go to ‘morning,’ it will stop?” This showed the user was
learning that interacting with this system involved more than mere symbolic interaction
with the system by explicit (version one) instructions. Instead, he saw that he could
change a cue, in this case “time,” and thereby adjust the actions of the system. Since this
was learned after just a few minutes interaction with the system, it points toward the
system being intuitive and somewhat natural to use, even with its bugs and problems.
One thing the moderator noted was that the system lacked and would benefit from
audible notifications to accompany on-screen notifications. This would draw the user’s
attention to the system when it performed “proactive” suggestions and displayed
messages for users.

Another problem noted by the moderator was the small size of

notification messages to the user on the screen. The users had a hard time seeing and
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reading the text and it was also difficult to navigate the services with the small size. This
suggested the text and the “close window” button should be made larger.
Test User 1 Questionnaire

The questionnaire (see Figure 4.4.) shown here (and for all subsequent users) is
not an exact copy of theirs, but a summary to show their answers. Some of the answers
are of note. The answer to #4 illustrates Selker and Burleson’s “Frustration Phase.”
Answer #5 showed that the user did not completely understand the full capabilities of the
system. The moderator explained that he could have done things in any order and at any
time he wished and this surprised him. This was the main reason the instruction style
was changed later on to allow users more freedom in what actions they performed and at
what times.
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Figure 4.4. Test User 1, Questionnaire #1.
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Figure 4.5. Test User 1, second questionnaire.
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Test User 2
Summary

Test User 2’s experience was much like Test User 1’s in that many bugs had not
yet been fixed. In addition, Test User 2’s use brought two more program flaws to light.
First, he was unable to reach the phone and the touch screen while at the same place. The
phone position was changed to make this easy. Next, the sound-activated notification
was inadvertently cued numerous times, causing great frustration. The microphone
sensitivity had been turned up because it was in a remote position. The microphone
position was changed to be closer to the user, thereby allowing a lower sensitivity setting
on the microphone.
Test User 2 Questionnaire

For this and all questionnaire discussions below, the questionnaire answers will be
summarized in a table. The questions are abbreviated to save space. Refer to full
questionnaires above for the entire question.
Some questionnaire answers from Test User 2 were of note. Even though the user
had so many bugs to deal with, he was still able to see the benefits of the system by
realizing some of the further possibilities of this system in questions # 1 and # 2. Mostly,
the focus of Test User 2’s comments were on the possibilities of making a system that
actually performed physical actions for the user such as opening the front door for friends
(#7).
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Table 4.2. Test User 2 Questionnaire
Question

1. Do anything helpful?
2. Surprised by anything?

3. Things you wish it could do?

4. Annoying?
5. “No” button good enough?

6. Others things not pleasing?

7. Anything else?

Response
The emergency one was pretty good. If
someone’s hurt, they could yell 911.
The program interacts with the computer
and gets you online. And also this remote
was pretty neat, how it shows you the TV
guide.
“Make my dinner” (facetiously) it would
be neat to play games, like chess and what
time of day and the mood you’re in, it
would do the level of challenge you’d want
it. “In for an easy game of solitaire
because I just want to wind down.” Or “I
want to play a hard game of chess.”
Constant buzzing because the sound sensor
is too sensitive.
I think that would be good if you could use
voice command. Not long sentences, just
one little thing.
Other than the plates were empty
(facetious) I think it’s pretty neat, I really
like this idea.
Something like the cupboard door opener
but for my front door while I’m watching
TV.

Test User 3
Summary

Test User 3 was able to have a better experience with the system because the
basic bugs had been fixed. The attempt at using a software delay to keep programs from
opening repeatedly for user was abandoned. From this test user on, the system used a
moderator-controlled hardware switch to let the system know when the user had closed
programs. This is sometimes called a “Wizard of Oz” situation where a human performs
actions the test users suppose are being performed by the system.
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Various problems were reinforced while observing Test User 3 and other new
problems became apparent. First, the fact that the explicit instructions were distracting to
use became very clear. The user had to navigate a packet, which included the initial
instructions and the questionnaire while using the system. The instructions to follow to
simulate a day covered 3 pages, necessitating flipping pages while using the system. This
distracted the user from the key experience of using a context-aware system. In addition
to being difficult to handle the packet, the users mistakenly supposed the system required
them to follow explicit steps to get a desired response. This undermined the goal the
testing which was partly to exhibit a context-aware system that does not follow rules to
elicit system responses.
The reason for having the explicit instructions (versions one and two) was so the
users could see the wide-ranging abilities of the system. However, because the main
strength and unique characteristic of this particular system was overshadowed, this was
eventually changed. The next 4 users continued to receive the explicit instructions
although their weakness became more and more apparent the more times the author saw
them used. Nevertheless, these first 6 users were still able to provide useful feedback on
the system and their experience with it.
Another problem noticed while observing Test User 3 was the problem users had
while changing the time of day manually on the screen. Users had to click a circular dial
but the exact place to click was not clear. This compounded the inconvenience of a step
the user should never have had to take because in a real setting the time of day would
merely be recorded by the system instead of selecting it. The next 3 users continued with
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this style of time change until it was changed to a more easily understood slider with Test
User 7
The moderator also noticed that there was not feedback to the user to accompany
the physical opening of the artificial cupboards. According to Norman (1998), verifying
actions the system has taken to the user helps the user to know the action has been taken
and therefore that he does not need to try further. For the first 2 users, Test User 1 and
Test User 2, there was only a nondescript computer “ding” when the channel flipping
prompt was displayed. Software was acquired and configured that allowed the author to
specify any text for the system to say at any point in the program. The voice was a
simulated computer readily available from Microsoft’s “Agents” development site.
At this point, with user Test User 3, the voice only prompted the user to be patient
and wait for the slow system to open a service or program for the user. Basically, the
computer voice was programmed to remove the necessity for the moderator to make the
same comment or give the same instructions repeatedly for each test user. As more
prompts and helps became obvious, they were added as voice statements from the
system.
Other software issues on a smaller scale also became evident while observing Test
User 3. The user had to be reminded to not accidentally cover a sensor on the table with
the instruction packet while the system was recording the cues. Simplifying the
instructions to one sheet and taping them down to the table later solved this. In addition,
the title bar and many of the choices for the user to click were too small to easily select
using the “touch pen” and the Sony touch screen. Making the title bars and fonts larger
by about double later solved this.
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Test User 3 Questionnaire

A few of the questionnaire responses by Test User 3 are notable. This user was
one of the users who answered a questionnaire on initial use and then was contacted at a
later time to fill out a newer questionnaire weeks later when the questions had been
revised (see Test User 3 Questionnaire #2). Although Test User 3 was a bit annoyed by
some of the bugs in the system, and she noted that she didn’t think this kind of system
would be very helpful to her (questionnaire 1, #1), she added that she already has a
program that does similar things to what this system does (q 1, #5). With the added
complications of the bugs and the cumbersome instruction set, she most likely was not
able to grasp that this system is able to do what her program (which she likes) does and
that it takes it a step further and adds automatic learning and proactive suggestions.
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Table 4.3. Test User 3 Questionnaire
Question

1. Do anything helpful?

2. Surprised by anything?
3. Things you wish it could
do?
4. Annoying?
5. “No” button good
enough?

6. Others things not
pleasing?

7. Anything else?

Response

Naw, these things are routine enough that I do them
pretty quickly myself. Now, on the other hand, doing
the dishes would be good… or autoprogramming itself
to watch TV. First-aid program good idea – bad in a
house of noisy kids.
Enya ☺ Despite uncovered/covered problem, it still
worked things out.
Naw [added later from conversation by moderator:
cabinet solenoid being so loud and close to microphone
that it activated the first aid prompt]
I don’t precisely turn off cartoons and then move bowl.
These are similar sets of circumstances but no order.
Perhaps. There’s a nifty program I like to use on my
computer that opens files and programs at a scheduled
time of day. If it knew to turn on Internet, turn such
and such on, and play music… that’d be nice.
bed – Wake up J___ ! [name of test user] In the
morning, it is difficult to get everything together
quickly an some things (news, breakfast) are skipped
over as they take too long to do and then undo
Yay, thesis.

Table 4.4. Test User 3 Questionnaire #2
Question

1. Want in other things?

2. Helpful or annoyance?
3. Relevant to task at hand?
4. Free from computer use or
bog down?
5. Could use it naturally?
6. Kept your interest?
7. Other items?

Response

That sort of integration would be fantastic, pending
that there is a "kill all" sort of option when you don't
need a car to start sort of thing. Lights on and off also
good, TV/VCR recording.
5
7
8
8
n/a
n/a
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Group Two: Learning to Pseudo-Mature Use Phases, Instruction Set Version One
The second group of users was able to interact with a system where the major
bugs were worked out. These users had much the experience desired by the author, yet
the instruction set was still not optimal because of its explicit nature. Thus, this group of
users can still be classified to be using an inferior instruction set, yet since there were not
major bugs, they were still able to have a relatively positive experience with the system
and present useful information about more mature use of the system for analysis than
those who mostly struggled through mishaps and had to use a large measure of
imagination to give an evaluation of their experience.
Test User 4
Summary

With test user Test User 4 the explicit instruction packet still overly complicated
the user experience. However, with Test User 4 the computer voice prompts were
noticeably pleasing and helpful to the test users. When Test User 4 was asked if he had
any comments after use, he gave a number of suggestions. The quantity and depth of
understanding in his suggestions and comments points toward a successful experience
with the ContexTable. If the experience were not the desired one, it is supposed that the
user would not have been prompted to desire the application of the technology to other
areas of life and likely would not have brainstormed about the benefits of such a system.
A test user suggesting other items for which this technology could be useful signals that
the user has had a positive experience with the system. It is proposed that if a user begins
to brainstorm about applications of this technology to other daily items, then the system
has successfully displayed its capabilities to at the least the proof of concept stage. This
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same correlation (between suggesting other daily items for application and general
success of this system) will be used as a general marker for system success throughout
the remainder of the chapter.
Test User 4 stated that he is interrupted and therefore loses his train of thought
very easily. He stated that he would desire a system such as this one in cars, trucks,
planes and trains to aid in the sequential actions sometimes forgotten by people. He gives
the example from his own life of the landing preparation sequence for a large airplane.
He tells of a situation that caused a plane to almost land with the landing gear not
deployed before someone caught the error just before touchdown. He noted that a system
such as this one could be implemented in an airplane as an aid to crewmembers. He said
that it would be effective if a crewmember were alerted to a possible mistake and given
the opportunity to simply accept or reject the option, as in this simulation. In this
manner, the system is not performing the actions, but merely acting as a “remembrance
agent” for the crew in vital sequences.

Table 4.5. Test User 4 Questionnaire
Question

Response

1. Do anything helpful?
2. Surprised by anything?
3. Things you wish it could
do?
4. Annoying?

Yes, it anticipated my habits.
Not much.
Yes, same goofy voice each time.

5. “No” button good
enough?
6. Others things not
pleasing?
7. Anything else?

I don’t precisely turn off cartoons and then move bowl.
These are similar sets of circumstances but no order.
Part of the time.
No.
Bed and alarm example. Also, such a system would be
useful in a large 18-wheeler: many complicated steps.
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Test user 4 Questionnaire

Test User 4 has a strong technical background so none of the capabilities were
very new to him. He had issue with the some of the constraints of the system in this
prototype stage (#3, #4), but that is normal considering the limitations of asking users to
evaluate a prototype.
Test User 5
Summary

Test User 5 tested the system with explicit (version two) instructions also. He
also experienced the same problems and reinforced the need for a change to the size of
buttons and selections and with the difficulty in time of day selection. However, Test
User 5 was able to proceed from Learning to Mature Use rather quickly. One thing that
appeared to be a big help was the surprises he had while using the system that helped him
to maintain interest and seek to stick with the system even while he was not used to it
(Selker & Burleson, 2000). Comments Test User 5 made when the system gave him a
prompt or activated a service automatically clearly show his interest in and wonder of the
system. His comments (transcribed from video tape) are summarized in Table 4.6.
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Table 4.6. Test User 5 Comments
System Action

Music suggested
Music automatically opened
Second time music was opened
Please wait, I am opening a program for
you
Opened first aid help after loud noise
User repeated action for first aid
Opened local TV listings
End of session

User Comments

“That’s awesome, huh, huh!” (repeated
twice)
“Nice!” it didn’t say “do you want to…”
“Hey, it kept my volume setting!”
“That’s awesome!”
“No way! Frostbite, let’s do frostbite!”
Laughed when it opened – seemed to be
exploring the capabilities of the system.
“How did it know where to go?”
“I want to keep going and trying different
combinations.”

The statements above show that it is most likely the user had a positive experience
with the system. His interest in continuing and trying different combinations of cues and
actions he had not had a chance to explore shows that he had become comfortable with
the style of interaction allowed with a context-aware system. After only a few minutes,
the user stopped referring to the instruction set and merely proceeded to interact with the
system in what seemed to be a natural manner. The extra bandwidth between him and
the system was being utilized and the user was enjoying it.
Test User 5 Questionnaire

The suppositions about the Test User 5 enjoying the system are supported in his
questionnaire. In #5 he even states that he would like to have such a system himself,
saying “It’d be fun…if money weren’t an issue, I’d get one.” However, he also pointed
out that this kind of thing might be more useful in the morning when his habits are more
concrete (#4) and not as much at other times of the day when his habits are not as strong.
This statement was relatively common among test users. However, what they might not
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have seen is that the system works equally well when user do not do things every day, but
it just takes longer for the system to learn the habits of the user(s). Therefore, in a longterm use setting, the user comments on this issue would likely be different.
Test User 6
Summary

Test User 6 was the last to use the inferior, explicit instruction set before moving
to version three. Nevertheless, his experience with the system was a positive one as
evidenced by his comments and the number of possible applications he explored in
conversation with the moderator. When the system automatically opened up the day’s
news when he placed his bowl on the table, he remarked, “That’s sweet.” He then
removed the bowl and repeated the action to see what would happen. The fact that he
learned that he could initiate system actions by moving around objects on the table is
strong evidence that Gardner’s Body-Kinesthetic Intelligence is being used. In this
manner, the system interaction has moved away from symbolic (clicking icons) and
towards intuitive (going about normal activities). At this point of the test session, Test
User 6 comments, “That would be pretty sweet if you just sat down and you put your
breakfast in front of you on the table and your computer automatically opened up
whatever your usually read in the morning.”
When he was trying to activate the first aid by yelling “Help!,” the system did not
initially react to him. This was a common problem with the system, and at times, help
from the moderator was required to cause the system to respond correctly. However,
Test User 6 repeated yelling “Help!” multiple times with no adverse comments until the
system responded with the first aid prompt. This could be because he had confidence the
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system would do something useful and/or interesting. Here we see another confirmation
that the system meets Selker/Burleson’s requirement for successful context-awareness of
making the user want to explore and discover more about system. When computer
recognized and presented prompt, the user smiled broadly and said, “That’s cool!”
Test User 6 Questionnaire

In the questionnaire, Test User 6’s feelings about the system are clear. He noted
that he thought the calling for help would be particularly helpful for someone who is
older and living alone if it could be attached to an automatically dialed phone (noting that
the first aid is also helpful). His experience was so positive that he began to see the
possibilities of this kind of system being applied further. He commented,
“Could you do it where if you take your shower at 6:00 in the morning and at 5:58
it gets the water up to the correct temperature and you jump in your shower and
your don’t have to do any of that stuff? You know what else would be so cool. It
knows that you set the alarm for 5:50 but except on Wednesdays, you set it for
6:50 because you don’t have to be in until 9:00, or whatever, so it changes your
alarm and you don’t have to change that.”
Enjoying the learning progression of the system, he said, “That was really cool when it
didn’t ask me if I wanted to open Wells Fargo [bank access], it just opened Wells Fargo.”
He continued to brainstorm applications for the technology and how it might help a
mother when dealing with children.
“If you pushed it to the right level, I definitely think it could be a useful thing.
Particularly the help feature, how cool for a mom when her kids sat down for
cereal if the TV turned on automatically. But then, not just things at a table, but
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all around the house you could do a lot of things for a mom, like waking kids up
on time so that she wouldn’t have to do them herself. If you think out there if this
thing were expanded exponentially, then it would be really helpful.”
Test User 6 placed an important and interesting condition on his willingness to
incorporate a system like this in his daily life because of his relatively moderate technical
experience. He would only want something like this on the condition that it was userfriendly enough. He said that if it were too difficult to set up and understand, you might
as well not use it. Because Test User 6 was concerned about if the system would too hard
for most typical, non-technical users if taken to a higher level, the moderator explained
that the system really just works by allowing the user to go about normal activities and
then just begins asking yes/no questions. The user then agreed, “if it were just based on
answering yes/no questions, then definitely, it is great.”
With this concern aside, the user began again to state scenarios he might deem
this kind of system most useful. He said,
“I just envision waking up, getting into a shower that is already hot, then getting
out and my breakfast is all ready and CNN is on. Then, when I’m done, it takes
my bowl and washes it off and then my car is outside warming up for me so I can
just head out.”
This quote shows that the user has caught the vision of the possibilities of context-aware
systems, and, at least in his mind, has already moved to the true mature user phase.
Again, the fact that the user has caught the vision and can see other applications in life is
being used as support that this particular system has exhibited enough of the success
characteristics to be deemed a viable context-aware system even.
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Group Three: Learning to Pseudo-Mature Use, Instruction Set Version Two
This last group received a new instruction set. This instruction set (See Figure
4.5.) merely outlined how the user might use this ContexTable but did not give any
concrete instructions on how to go about using the system. The instructions gave a
skeleton sequence that showed how the system works best, but allowed users to make
their own decisions as to what to place on the table and at what times they would perform
the different actions. This gave a freedom that allowed the users to see more of the true
nature of and strengths unique to this system, and is referred to as instruction set version
three. While this instruction set was improved because it allowed a better showcase of
the abilities of the system, it also required slightly more help and intervention from the
moderator initially. However, later in the simulation the users required less help than the
other groups because they were incorporating the new human-computer interaction
paradigms into their actions, and not just following instructions by rote.
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Figure 4.5. Instruction set version three; given to test user group three and four.

The large and most of the smaller bugs of the system had been worked out by the
time these users encountered the system. Almost no changes were made to the system
while these users tested the system and it seemed that users moved easily through the
simulation from a learning phase to a point where it could be called pseudo-mature use or
they understood the system well enough to project this kind of use in their imagination.
Either way, the fact that this system is a prototype, and the simulation was time-
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compressed from months to minutes, means that the possibilities of the ideas proposed by
the system are as important as the actual interaction with this system.
Group Three Summary

As stated above, Test User 7 was the first to go through the use simulation using
the new, looser instruction set. In addition to this change in protocol, or instruction set,
the time of day selector for the users was changed to a slider instead of a rotary dial. This
slider proved to be much easier to understand and navigate for this and all subsequent
users. Because of this greater ease of use, this and all coming users had a more uniform
experience and their comments were similar. All users in this group were individual
users, yet their reactions to the simulation and their questionnaire answers are only
summarized here. The summary is divided into two parts: (1) moderator observations &
spoken comments, and (2) questionnaire answers.
Moderator Observations & Spoken Comments

Test User 8 had a very technical background and appeared to grasp the manner of
interaction with the system readily. He implemented very complex, but not necessarily
sensible combinations of sensor cues for different contexts. It was more like he was
playing with the system like a beta user, trying to see where it would fail. Because he did
not consistently recreate his complex combinations of cues, the system did not initially
react as he thought it should. This led to a short time of frustration by Test User 8.
However, the system just took longer to learn his habits and then began to respond as he
had hoped.
Test User 8 and Test User 9 both experimented and played with the “voice
activated” first aid help extensively. This could be because they believed it actually
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understood their words. The moderator later explained that it only responded to loud
noises at this point in development. It is interesting that these and numerous other users
were most interested in and impressed with the “voice activated” capability of the system.
This appears to go against the premise of this research that learning is more effective than
rule-based context-aware systems. This might show that rule based systems are easier to
demonstrate to new users and new users might be more initially impressed or intrigued by
them. However, a learning system, while harder to demonstrate, might be a more
effective system in actual long-term use. Take the example of the much-hated Microsoft
“Paper Clip.” In a simulation setting, it would probably be well received by users asked
to do things that show the unique capabilities of that system. However, in actual use, it
was not well received (Trott, 1998). The data here point toward this system being
effective in actual use although some users may not be as initially impressed because
some of the rule-based capabilities were more easily showcased in the short time allotted
for the test.
Learned or rule-based, the sound activated first aid help and the computer voice
prompts were very well received in general by all users. This supports the notion that
users prefer other means of interaction with computer systems than the purely symbolic
pathways allowed with the keyboard and mouse.
One test user’s comments stand out in this group. Test User 13’s background and
area of study is in human computer interactions, explaining his interest in and comments
regarding this system. At one point during simulated use, Test User 13 exclaimed,
“Patent this baby!” He also noted that this system could keep daydreamers or people
who have a hard time staying on task to keep busy on the right things. He also noted that
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it would be a helpful remembrance agent for many different professions where
procedures must be followed, such as in medicine or repair work. It would probably be
prohibitive to write a custom program for every procedure in every profession, so this
kind of program could be installed and it would begin to learn the habits of the
professional. Then, when she departed from the norm, the system would ask a simple,
yes/no question suggesting the absent step. Test User 13 thought this system would be
very helpful in such areas.
Users had positive reactions to the automatic prompts of the system after it had
learned their habits. Comments of the 14 users from Group Three users are listed here
(see Table 4.7.) to show how users commonly reacted to the system.

Table 4.7. Compiled Test User Comments from Group Three
Short Comments

“Hey, it got what I wanted!”
“Oh yeah, so it learns your habits!”
“Ah, hah, hah, smart!”
“That’s neat, I like that!”
“So it did it all by itself, it didn’t ask me”
“Smart”
“That’s cool!”
“That’s sweet!”
“That’s cool”
Emphatic nodding and “That’s cool”

“Sweet”
“Cool”
“Oh, yeah! Voice activated, eventually?”
“This is pretty, cool, though, an intelligent
table!”
“Yeah, how did you know!”
“You’re amazing!”
“It didn’t even ask me anymore.”
“Whoa, look at that!”
“Ha, ha, that’s way cool!”

Longer Comments

“Based on what you have on the table, you’re limited, but when I think about other things
that I’d want, I mean you could have a whole automated house.”
“I like that, that’s really neat. I like how it thinks for you. That’s me, every morning, it’s
the same routine over and over and over, and it’s actually time-based really, so.”
“That’s nice! Yeah, sure, let’s see where it goes to. The TV guide, hey, what do you
know. That would be useful”
“It’s pretty neat. I got the idea of what to do and how it works and it responded well.”
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These comments show a generally positive overall feeling for the quality of the
proactive prompts of the system. Also, the comments show sparked interest and a desire
to discover more about the system and continue interaction with it. It is understood that
the creator of the system is also the moderator and this could make users give positive
comments for fear of hurting the feelings of the system creator. However, since body
language, almost inaudible video-taped comments, casual discussion and questionnaire
answers all point toward the same positive overall experience, this problem is not
perceived to be a major threat to the strength of the data gathered.
Questionnaire Answers

A question that asked about if users could envision themselves using this kind of
technology in other daily items was intended to show if the users had a positive or
negative experience. If the experience were generally positive, they would probably want
it, and if it were generally negative, they would likely not want it integrated into other
items they use daily. Thirteen of the fourteen users from this group listed items they
would want the technology built into. One user noted, “I think as long as I can still easily
override the system if I want, it would be great to have it usually do my repeated tasks.”
Another question asked if the users had any surprises that kept their interest and
made them want to continue using the system. One user commented, “Each time through
the computer learned more - it was interesting to see each time what the computer could
do.” This shows that the system, while being a departure from the accepted interaction
standards of most users still has the ability to create interest in continued use with
discovery and useful actions.
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There were many more responses to questions yet they will not all be discussed.
For a full listing of all questionnaire answers, see Appendix E. Many of the last
questionnaires had quantitative aspects. There were 11 respondents plus or minus about
2 because of respondents leaving the item blank. Users were asked to rate their feelings
on a scale of one to ten on different aspects of their experience. The first question asked
whether the system was more of a help or an annoyance. Marking one was defined as
“Extremely annoying,” five was “Not a help or an annoyance” and ten was “Extremely
helpful.” The average of all responses was 8.1; showing that most users likely felt the
system provided helpful items. This data suggests that the system provided a high help to
distraction ratio and fulfills success parameter #2 from the list at the beginning of this
chapter.
Further, a question asked if the system provided services and information relevant
to the task at hand. One was “Completely useless,” five was “Would make no difference
to me,” and ten was “Extremely helpful.” The average of all responses was 8.6; showing
that overall users felt the services and information the system provided were helpful to
the tasks they were trying to accomplish in the simulation. This data suggests that the
system fulfills success parameter #3 from the list at the beginning of this chapter.
Next, a question asked if this kind of system would free the user from computer
interaction or require more work to use. One was “I would have to worry MORE about
using the computer,” five was “It would not make a difference,” and ten was “I would be
able to pay less attention to using the computer and concentrate more on meaningful
tasks.” The average of all responses was 8.1; showing that overall users felt the system
would free them from computer use and allow them to concentrate more time to life and
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less to using a computer. This data suggests that the system fulfills success parameter #4
from the list at the beginning of this chapter.
Another question asked if the users felt they could incorporate this kind of
technology naturally, even subliminally into their normal practices. One was “It is too
complicated to be able to work into my normal activities,” five was “It would not make a
difference,” and ten was “This kind of communication/collaboration with my computer
would be natural, almost subliminal.” The average of all responses was 8.5; showing
that overall users thought they could work smoothly with this kind of system in daily
routines. This data suggests that the system fulfills success parameter #5 from the list at
the beginning of this chapter.
Last, a question asked if users follow their routines closely enough to make this
kind of system useful. One was “No, I am completely erratic,” five was “Sometimes yes,
sometimes no,” and ten was “I am compulsive with my routines.” The average of all
responses was 8.5; showing that, overall, users think they follow routines closely enough
to allow the system to work correctly. Interestingly, even if this score were lower, the
system could still be made to work. If the user does not follow a routine as closely, the
software has one variable that can be easily changed. This one change will allow greater
variability in the data while still providing information and services to the user. The only
negative to this approach is that is more likely the system will make incorrect
suggestions. This data does not support any of the accepted success parameters for a
context-aware system, but is applicable to this system because it uses a novel learning
technique not before applied in context-awareness.
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Group Four: Test Users in Group Settings, Instruction Set Three
Group four, the last group, consists of the results from two user sessions that
involved more than one user.
Group Usage Session: Test User 16 & Test User 17

This group had two individuals. One user was sighted and the other was legally
blind. The experience of the sighted user (16) was generally similar to other users. The
blind user could locate a person by sound and some visual cues, but she lives life as most
blind people do. This was an interesting session because the possible uses for disabled
persons were explored. The test session was relatively uneventful, yet the blind user,
Test User 17, made some interesting comments afterward. She noted that this kind of
system would be extremely helpful to her, as noted in the first answer in her
questionnaire. She noted that she was impressed with how quickly the system learned
habits and that it would be able to help her in many daily activities. She brought up the
idea that this kind of system could be connected somehow to an emergency line to local
authorities that sent an automated message if she stopped responding to the program’s
prompts. The author notes that the system could easily be programmed so that if a user is
not activating any cues as they normally would be during a day, it would ask the user if
everything is all right. If there is not response and the user has not set a vacation time to
deactivate it, the system could alert authorities to a possible accident and send help.
She also thought of some more ideas that would be of great help to her. A system
like this might be programmed to help her remember where items are in her house. The
author suggests that the system might even be able to help her match clothing if it knew
which clothes were being taken out a closet. If the user removed two colors that the
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system does not have recorded as being taken out together, the system could ask if the
user is sure she wants to wear, say, sky blue with navy blue. Since she is blind, such
prompts could be of use in helping her to have an independent lifestyle.
Group Usage Session: Test User 23, Test User 24 & Test User 25

Test users 18 to 22 were included in the Group Three as part of the summary of
that group. Users 23 to 25 were the last users to go through the simulation. Before this
group tested the system, additional changes to the hardware and software were made.
Since changing the time of day was an unneeded distraction for test users being that they
would not have to do so in an actual use situation, this was changed. Two remote
switches were added, similar to the “Wizard of Oz” switch used to activate the time delay
to take care of the software limitations discussed earlier. The off/on combinations of
these two switches, working through digital lines to the software, were made to change
the time of day. The software for this is discussed in Chapter 3. This way, the users did
not have to change the time of day, but rather the time of day was displayed on the screen
where other users had made the selection.
The next change for this group of users was to remove all written instructions.
Instead, the moderator explained the idea behind the ContexTable and how it worked.
Essentially, the users were given an oral version of instruction set version three. After
the three users were comfortable that they understood how to interact with the
ContexTable, the simulation began. The length of time needed to understand how the
system worked and how to interact with it was about the same as with individual users,
showing that with a short explanation, most people can easily understand the new
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avenues of communication open between them and the context-aware system. This is a
testament to the intuitive nature of the system.
The simulation flowed much as the other simulations did, with a few differences.
First, there was interaction among the user group when deciding what to do. In addition,
it was interesting to see that the users wanted to test the “Leave reminder to save
leftovers” option in the menu. In this manner, the system was being used to differentiate
between different social situations. The system worked flawlessly when differentiating
between the absence or presence of one of the users in this situation. One problem arose
with the microphone used in the first aid prompt. Apparently the slight changes in the
loads on the circuitry from the added moderator-controlled switches caused the threshold
activation level of the microphone to change. Initially, the first aid prompt was
inadvertently being cued often. The microphone was merely moved to a less prominent
position to solve the problem.
Several comments were made by the users when the system began to proactively
prompt for actions. Users said things like: “Oh, it just came up by itself?”, “So that time
it didn’t ask, it just did it” and “It’s learning!” These point toward a positive experience
because the users both enjoyed and appreciated the prompts and were slightly surprised
by them, leading hopefully to increased desire to continue using the system.
When the system performed actions without asking after the initial acceptances of
the prompts, the user exclaimed, “I love it that it opens the cupboards for me when I get
home and put the groceries on the counter” and “Wow, that’s cool stuff.” Again, these
comments show the overall positive experience of the users.
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In video recorded discussion, the users were engaged by the moderator in a mini
focus group on the technology and how it could affect their lives. Test User 23 noted that
he appreciated the concept and overall idea because he thought it would make his life
easier by taking care of the little things. This same user began to talk about how he could
see a whole house hooked up to a central server running this kind of system. He was
asked if he would prefer this kind of system where the user interacts by teaching the
system his habits over a system that had pre-written rules. Even when reminded that rule
based system can react faster to the user (such as the first aid help or the remote control
from this simulation), he noted that it would depend on the circumstances. Test User 25
said that she preferred it the way the ContexTable was designed. She added that she
thought it was more effective to have some things be based on rules such as emergency
services and things that do not happen often enough at similar times of the day to warrant
a teaching style of interaction. However, she did appreciate the fact that the other things
could be taught. She noted that she would prefer to interact with a system with most of
the options in a teaching scenario.
When he continued by saying that pretty soon our whole house will be automated
and a system like this one will just tell everything what to do, Test User 25 said that it
would just make people really lazy. After the moderator suggested that maybe it would
just let us focus on other, perhaps more important things, she said, “Yeah, that’s right.”
Test User 23 finished with a good summation:
“I think that this is the future. If you don’t think so, you’re just being ignorant. Of
course people are going to do this, because it makes your day easier. That’s the
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whole point, so we can focus more on things that we really enjoy doing and less on
things that are just day to day.”
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CHAPTER 5: SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary
Context-aware systems seek to solve the problem of increasing computer
complexity and difficulty of interaction. Much of the work to date has been performed
on mobile systems such as PDAs and cellular phones because of the supposed ease in
determining context of use based on location. All of these systems use some kind of
modeling whereby the system determines the services or information to provide to a user
depending on whether predefined conditions – the context model – meet the needed
values.
The ContexTable built and tested for this research departs from other contextaware systems in various ways. First, the ContexTable is a stationary context-aware
system that seeks to determine context of use by sensing people at and objects on or
around the table. Another key difference is the ContexTable uses a learning algorithm
instead of modeling. This means the ContexTable only suggests services and information
to users after they have done so themselves a certain number of times. This solves the
problem of knowing how to correctly model a context situation because the user teaches
the correct parameters to the system.
Another unique quality of the ContexTable is the software and hardware it is
based on. The LabVIEW graphical programming language allows the system designer to
get over a hurdle confronted by many other researchers in the field: the difficulty in
creating an actual, working system for testing. In addition, because of the way the
software was written, it is portable and easily scalable to other applications and settings
and operating systems.
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The ContexTable, being a prototype, needed to be tested to represent a valid
contribution to the field of knowledge. For various reasons, the style of testing employed
was qualitative. Within the area of qualitative research, the sub-category of formative
evaluation was the style of assessment for the system.
Conclusions
Data was gathered by having test users simulate normal interaction with the
system in a 20-minute period. Data discussed in Chapter 4 suggested that the system
fulfilled many of the requirements found in the literature to describe a successful contextaware system. In addition, since the evaluation was formative, many changes were made
to the system in the course of testing. By the end of the testing phase, the system was
taken to a point where the author feels it shows the principles he initially desired to
exhibit and is ready to be taken to the next level of development.
More specifically, the data suggest the success parameters outlined in the
literature (see Ch. 3, pg. 40 and Ch. 4, Table 4.1) were met in various instances. First, it
was observed that various users were able to draw on others of Gardner’s “Seven
Intelligences” than those used with a typical computer system while interacting with the
ContexTable. Second, users deemed the system to present more helpful services than
distractions. Third, most users communicated that the system presented information and
services relevant to the task at hand. Fourth, users responded they were able to
concentrate more on the task than on the use of the computer system. Last, most users
were observed to have been able to incorporate interactions with the ContexTable
naturally into their normal activities (at least as far as these simulations could determine).
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These comments refer to the system in its current state, or after the improvements made
throughout the formative evaluation.
Recommendations
Future work on this system can be in either the software or hardware and will
hopefully allow many of the suggestions of test users to be brought to life.
Software

With the software, the prevailing desire of test users was that the system might be
able to understand spoken answers to prompts. These would be merely yes and no
answers, but it would remove the need for the user to be seated in front of the system to
interact with it after initial use. This capability would greatly heighten the usability of the
system and further release users from the constraints of current desktop systems.
A simple change to be made to the software if it were to be used in an actual
setting and not in a time-compressed simulation as with testing here would be to remove
the need for the user to select the time of day and merely record the time within the
software. This is a simple matter as the code has already been written but was disabled
for testing. Next, the system should have more options for services and information than
the 10 allowed on the simulation screen devised for these tests. Possibly, the custom
selection screen used here could be removed altogether and the software could be written
to interface the operating system and gather information while the user interacts with his
customary program selection interface.
An important adjustment to the software that would make it able to deal with
people who do not follow routines as tightly as hoped would be helpful. This would
allow the system to react correctly when users do not recreate their contextual cues well
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enough for the system to recognize it. This weakness is common to rule-based systems
as well, but the ContexTable has the strength of eventually being able to learn these
erratic behaviors with enough time. This problem was most apparent with situations such
as that the user will not pick up the phone at the same time each day to look up a phone
number. A possible solution is to compare database entries to find values that change
greatly and do not appear to signal a particular context. Because the system records the
program selected in the database entry, this comparison could be carried out without
substantial additional programming.
A number of test users expressed the desire for a “Kill All” button that would
allow them to turn off the additional system capabilities. This kind of a “pause” button
would be important if users are not in the mood for this kind of interaction with their
computers at a particular time, or if there is a unique situation such as a party where the
system’s suggestions may be inappropriate.
Hardware

One strength of the ContexTable is that adding more capable hardware is
relatively simple. Since the software interacts with the outside world through National
Instruments’ Data Acquisition boards, the system designer has easy access to digital I/O
and analog inputs. Hardware such as more complex actuators and self-contained robotics
would allow the system to fulfill some of the desires of test users to perform physical
tasks. While the addition of something like a robotic arm may be cost prohibitive, other
desires are more easily accomplished. With the increasing use of electronics in home
appliances, the ContexTable could easily send signals to and gather information from
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many different parts of the home. Users listed many objects they wished could be
integrated into this system.
The possibilities of creating an “intelligent home” are only limited by which daily
objects have electronics inside. A laundry basket could signal the need to do a wash and
fill the washer with water and soap. The refrigerator could signal the need to go
shopping by sensing a low shelf weight. A home security system connected to law
enforcement authorities could alert them when the resident does not respond to prompts
from the system. The alarm could set itself based on when you go to sleep. Then, the
lights could automatically turn on when you should wake up and the shower could heat
up before you get in based on the alarm clock. Then, your breakfast items could be
presented to you while the daily news (or other entertainment) is already playing at the
correct time. The garage door could open and your car could be warming up and
defrosting (or cooling down with the A/C) as signaled by the ContexTable.
Other Recommendations

All testing to date has been on a simulated time scale of minutes instead of
months. It would very valuable to test this system on a longer term and in a more
realistic setting such as in the home of a family. This would provide the needed data to
see if the system’s strengths over a rule-based system come out.
Lastly, since the software was written to be independent of the application (a
table, in this case) it would be interesting to try this software in other applications. For
example, instead of one ContexTable system controlling preferences for a car, a car could
have its own context-aware system.
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The software algorithms alone are simple when compared with genetic algorithms
or neural networks. However, this system may have emergent properties not apparent at
this time. The author hypothesizes that this system could be used in a network with other
iterations of the same software in a layered scheme. Iteration in a lower layer would feed
information up to higher levels in the form of the “scores” of each of the database entries.
Higher-level instances would feed information down to lower layers in the form of
answers to yes/no questions from the human user. Although this application has not been
tested and is purely theoretical, the effort needed to change the code to work in this way
is not prohibitive. Since all of biology is based on the emergent complexities that arise
from the aggregate of vast numbers of lower-level, simpler parts, this theory has some
support.
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APPENDIXES
Appendix A: Hardware and Software Specifics
Hardware
The Desktop Unit

Figure A.1. Sony VAIO touch screen enabled desktop system.

At the core of the ContexTable is a typical desktop PC system with a few special
abilities that made the system suitable for this kind of application. The system used is a
Sony VAIO (model PCV-LX920) with a Sony touch screen.

Figure A.2. Touch Pen used to select items on screen.
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The screen works only with a special “pen” provided with the system. This was
beneficial because it allowed users to get a better feeling of leaving behind the keyboard
and mouse to engage a system in a new way. Users touch the screen with the touch pen
and it acts the same a mouse click at the touched point. The system was augmented with
two National Instruments (NI) PCI Data Acquisition (DAQ) cards. These cards are
attached to respective screw terminal boards (see Figure A.3). The boards provide access
to eight analog inputs and 16 digital I/O lines each.
Screw terminal
boards

Op Amps
and buffer
breadboard circuits

Figure A.3. Two green NI screw terminal boards with white breadboard in middle.

To gather information from the surroundings, various sensor arrays were built and
attached to the DAQ cards. The sensor arrays discussed earlier in this chapter were
attached to the DAQ cards after some signal amplification. Each FSR was wired in a
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voltage divider circuit (see Figure A.4). The measuring resistor (RM) value was 3K
ohms. Pertinent excerpts of Interlink Electronics’ FSR data sheet are provided for
reference at the end of this appendix.
The CDS photoresistors were implemented in the same kind of circuit. This
allowed the circuit to be run from a single power supply set at 5V DC and wired in
parallel for all the individual sensor arrays. The measuring resistor used for the CDS
photoresistor circuit was 5.1K ohm. The power supply is a standard desktop unit (see
Figure A.5).

Figure A.4. Voltage divider circuit & op-amp in voltage follower (buffer) mode.
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All of the circuits described above were created on a breadboard and this board,
along with the two National Instruments screw terminal boards, were mounted to an
aluminum case to simplify the setup. The aluminum case also holds a simple circuit to
actuate the solenoid used to pop open the false cupboard door.

Figure A.5. Wiring Diagram for solenoid powered with 20V and software switching.

The solenoid (see Figure A.5) is powered with +20V DC from the same desktop
power supply and is switched through a reed relay (Magnecraft Model W172DIP-5)
switched with a digital output line from the National Instruments board.
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Figure A.6. Desktop power supply and “cupboard door” opener.

The microphone used to gather sound information to activate the emergency first
aid capabilities is a simple condenser microphone (see Figure A.7). It is powered with
5V from the screw terminal board and returns a variable analog signal proportional to the
sound level detected by the microphone.

Figure A.7. Condenser microphone used to detect noise level.

Unlike many test users supposed, the microphone did not recognize any language,
but merely reacted to loud noises. It was implemented in this way to simplify the project
and because the focus of the project was not voice recognition.
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Time of
day
switches

“Wizard of Oz”
switch to make
up for lack of
software abilities

Figure A.8. Remote “Wizard of Oz” toggle switches operated by moderator.

The remote “Wizard of Oz” switches (See Figure A.8, discussed in depth in
Chapter 4) used to change the time of day and to perform the duties that went beyond the
capabilities of the software were simply toggle switches with long wires attached to
digital lines on the National Instruments boards (Models NI PCI-6014 and NI PCI-6024E
Basic Multifunction I/O Boards).
Software
The User Interface

The user sees a very simplified menu that hides almost all of the different things
going on in the code in the background. The numbered list is the options the user could
select while using the ContexTable. The “Time of Day” selector was where most users
made the selection for the time of day in order to accelerate time during the simulation.
After a few changes, the rotary dial in the first version was replaced with a slider and was
easier for users to interact with. In the last test session, the slider was just an indicator to
show the user group the time of day (as switched remotely by the moderator). In
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addition, the “End Program” button was changed to read “The ContexTable” because it
was not necessary for users to be distracted by the extra button.

Figure A.7. The first version of the interface.

Figure A.8. The second and final version of the interface.

After the user selected each option, a service or program is opened by the
ContexTable. They will be shown here in the order they are given on the user menu.
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1. Today’s News. This selection opens Internet explorer and shows CNN.com

which allows the user to see the news of the day. The screen might look something like
Figure A.9. With all services and prompts presented to the user, the program could not
close them. The user had to close each item the normal way: by clicking the “x” in the
top corner of the screen, or selecting the appropriate button on LabVIEW programs (such
as “All Done,” or “Close Window”).

Figure A.9. Presented to user after clicking “Today’s News.”
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2. Phone Directory. This selection opens whitepages.com in Internet Explorer.

Figure A.10. Presented to user after clicking “Phone Directory.”
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3. Personal Finances. This selection opens wellsfargo.com. Admittedly, not all

test users will belong to Wells Fargo Bank, but the point is illustrated nonetheless.

Figure A.11. Presented to user after clicking “Personal Finances.”
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4. Watch Cartoons. To simplify the hardware, a flash animated web cartoon was

used called homestarrunner.com. This allowed the animation to be loaded on the hard
drive and presented easily. An example is shown in Figure A.12.

Figure A.12. Presented to user after clicking “Watch Cartoons.”
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5. Roll Dice for Board Game. This selection brought up a LabVIEW window

with a program written to provide the user with a set of numbers between one and six as
would two dice. The screen appears as in Figure A.13.

Figure A.13. Presented to user after clicking “Roll Dice for Board Game.”
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6. Leave Reminder to Save Leftovers. This selection brought up a bright display

notification reminding the user(s) to save leftovers for a missing family member as in
Figure A.14. This notification was also accompanied by a computer-simulated voice to
aid in getting the user’s attention.

Figure A.14. Presented to user after clicking “Leave Reminder to Save Leftovers.”
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7. and 8. Play “Soft Music” or “More Entertaining Music.” This selection

brought up Windows Media Player and automatically began playing either a selection of
soft music or something more entertaining, depending on the selection made by the user.
Either way, the screen presented is similar to Figure A.15.

Figure A.15. Opened for “Play Soft Music” or “Play More Entertaining Music.”

9. Open Cupboards. This selection did not open any visual prompt for the user,

but rather activated a solenoid which popped open a mock-cupboard box. The audible
click was also accompanied by a computer-simulated voice, which alerted the user to the
fact that the cupboard door had been opened.
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Figure A.16. Complete VI Hierarchy diagram.

Appendix B: Software: Code Documentation
Because the code is graphical, documentation takes a great deal of space and the
hierarchy of the individual components is easily confused. Figure A.16. above shows the
complete VI hierarchy with system VIs. The “main” program controlling all subVIs and
the other core algorithms is called learn 2_2_2004. This program and all subVIs it uses
are held in learnsave.llb.
Figure A.17. on the next pages shows the same VI hierarchy, but with system VIs
removed so the entire diagram is more clearly displayed.
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Figure A.16b. Complete VI Hierarchy diagram (continued).
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Figure A.17. Entire VI hierarchy with system VIs not shown.

Figure A.17. shows this same hierarchy, but excludes VIs that are system VIs called by
the program and not written by the author. This hierarchy is referenced by the
documentation below, which gives a smaller version of this hierarchy for each subVI and
disregards parts of the above diagram that are not pertinent.
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Figure A.17b. Entire VI hierarchy with system VIs not shown (continued).

Below, the code for the “main” ContexTable program is documented. The
documentation for graphical code can be confusing because there are many hidden
aspects of the code from conditional loops and statements. LabVIEW code maintains all
of these hidden windows for easy viewing in the software, but they are not as easily
navigated when printed. The code below begins with the highest-level loop and proceeds
downwards. Each time a new hidden window is displayed, all the accompanying
windows are also displayed so that upon careful examination, they could be pieced back
together to form the original code.
After the documentation of the “main” program, each subVI will documented similarly,
as described above.
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Figure A.18. Front panel of the ContexTable program. Only the lower portion was

visible to the test users.
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Note: To save space in the code documentation, all figures below are not labeled using
APA style. Each unlabeled figure is either understood by examining diagrams above it,
or is described in the code comments.
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Appendix C: Transcribed Notes from User Session Tapes
Test User 1

Program made correct suggestions
Delay not working correctly (frustration, although users were very polite)
Moderator needed to make numerous interventions to correct invalid
suggestions
• “so if I go to morning, it will stop” [doing the incorrect action]
o user learned new interaction methods in minutes, showing that
interaction method is intuitive
no sound feedback
small user notifications that were hard to see and click with pen
o Test User 1 Questionnaire answers (first users answered questionnaire into camera,
not on paper)
did the system open anything useful to you? yes, tv channel, and the loud
noise, I thought that was helpful
what surprised you the most? After the 3rd round having it recognize what I
wanted it to do, by just having to change the time of day. It really fits what I
want to do because it seems I always do the same kinds of things at the same
time of day.
Other actions you wish the table could do that it can’t currently do? Make
food for me (facetiously). Maybe have more positions than the limited
number of sensors. So that you can place objects anywhere on the table
Were there any times you thought the ContexTable was annoying? When it
kept repeating the same thing that I had already done.
Was the “No you guessed wrong” button enough of a help in dealing with
these issues? Yeah it was fine, but I wish there was the ability to have more
complex scheduling, like doing one thing one day and another thing another
day.
• moderator responded that that was possible and the user was surprised.
Apparently, this was not made obvious to test user. He felt as though
he was being forced to do certain actions at certain times.
What other things were not pleasing to you? “Sitting down. The seat sensor is
kinda riding me there.” I’m assuming that when this is implemented, you’re
not gonna have wires coming off the remote.
• “it’s definitely a prototype, but I think it’s a great idea.
Test User 2

Unable to reach computer to select item while using phone. Later changed
that to allow phone use while seated close to system
Noise sensor activated incorrectly, with a small noise multiple times.
o Test User 2 Questionnaire answers
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Do anything helpful? The emergency one was pretty good. If someone’s hurt,
they could yell 911.
What surprised you most? The program interacts with the computer and gets
you online. And also this remote was pretty neat, how it shows you the TV
guide.
Other actions you wish it could do? “make my dinner” (facetiously) it would
be neat to play games, like chess and what time of day and the mood you’re
in, it would do the level of challenge you’d want it. “In for an easy game of
solitaire because I just want to wind down.” Or “I want to play a hard game
of chess.”
Annoying? Constant buzzing because the sound sensor is too sensitive.
Wrong button enough? I think that would be good if you could use voice
command. Not long sentences, just one little thing.
Other things not pleasing? Other than the plates were empty (facetious) I
think it’s pretty neat, I really like this idea.
Anything else? Something like the cupboard door opener but for my front
door while I’m watching TV
Test User 3

Instruction format diverted attention and was overly complicating the
experience.
Need to touch in white area for time of day change.
No audio feedback when cupboards are opened.
Music always opened up twice
• changed code
had to advise user to not cover sensors inadvertently
title bar options (maximize and close program) were too small to easily select
with the touch pen.
• made title bars bigger.
Flipping through a packet of instructions was annoying
• made it a single page and small set of instructions separately given to
user and retrieved before test starts.
“Please wait, I am opening a program for you” first implemented.
Need to make channel flipping one talk.
o Test User 3 Questionnaire
See thesis body
Test User 4

Explicit instructions still overly complicating test user experience and not
allowing him to have the desired experience.
From the moderator’s perspective, the audio feedback accompanying the
notifications were helpful and pleasing to this and future users.
Multiple pages still distracting to users.
o Test User 4: Any questions or comments?
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User describes a possible scenario where airplane crewmembers interact with
a system like this and it reminds them if a step was not taken. It does not
perform all actions, yet if something is left out, the crew is prompted to accept
or reject suggestion. Specific example of a “wheels up” landing discussed.
Either the system could detect the missing step, or since the same thing
happened two weeks later, the system could forewarn the crew about similar
steps taken and what they led to (wheels up landing, very dangerous).
I get interrupted and lose my train of thought very easily. That’s why I tend to
lose things.
If there’s a system that requires a quick response. “Shouldn’t your flaps be at
45 degrees at this point?”
I would want this built into things like cars, trucks, planes and trains with an
easy ability to opt out.
Test User 5

Explicit instructions still
Still had title bars too small
Still problem with time of day (clicking on white area)
When music opened “that’s awesome, huh, huh” (said it twice)
No audio instructions on dice (realized they needed to be added).
User did not concern himself with following instructions word or word and
had an experience more like what moderator desired
Audio confirmation of user notifications
“Nice!” it didn’t say “do you want to…”
“Hey, it kept my volume setting!”
“that’s awesome” when “Please wait, I am opening a program for you.”
“No way! Frostbite, let’s do frostbite!”
“How did it know where to go?” when opening TV listings
User did sound activation again and laughed when it opened. Seemed to be
exploring capabilities of system.
“That’s awesome!”
“I want to keep going and trying different combinations.”
Test User 6

Explicit instructions
User had to flip through pages and was distracting
“That’s sweet” after do you want me to show you today’s news.
User went back and repeated morning action to see what would happen. User
had learned how to interact naturally and smoothly with the system and began
to see possibilities. Evan remarks: “That would be pretty sweet if you just sat
down and you put your breakfast in front of you on the table and your
computer automatically opened up whatever your usually read in the
morning.”
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User had to repeat saying “Help!” many times, but continued. Could be
because he had confidence the system would do something useful and/or
interesting. Shows that it meets Selker/Burleson’s requirement for making the
user want to explore and discover more about system. When computer
recognized and presented prompt, user smiled broadly and said “That’s cool!”
Anything helpful?
• calling for help. Someone older or living alone. To call for help and
even just the first aid. (user saw possibilities)
• there has to be consistency in your actions for it work correctly.
• “Particularly impressed with the breakfast thing.”
Surprised you the most? How quickly it learned.
“Could you do it where if you take your shower at 6:00 in the morning and at
5:58 it gets the water up to the correct temperature and you jump in your
shower and your don’t have to do any of that stuff?”
“You know what else would be so cool. It knows that you set the alarm for
5:50 but except on Wednesdays, you set it for 6:50 because you don’t have to
be in until 9:00, or whatever, so it changes your alarm and you don’t have to
change that.”
Wasn’t anything that was particularly annoying. Maybe a better voice.
That was really cool when it didn’t ask me if I wanted to open wells fargo, it
just opened wells fargo.
“If you pushed it to the right level, I definitely think it could be a useful thing.
Particularly the help feature, how cool for a mom when her kids sat down for
cereal if the TV turned on automatically. But then, not just things at a table,
but all around the house you could do a lot of things for a mom, like waking
kids up on time so that she wouldn’t have to do them herself. If you think out
there if this thing were expanded exponentially, then it would be really
helpful.
I would want this on the condition that it was user-friendly enough. If it’s too
difficult to set up and understand, you might as well not use it.
User was concerned about taking this to a higher level if it would be too hard
for the user. Moderator explained that it really just begins asking yes/no
questions. User agreed that if it just based on answering yes/no questions,
then definitely, it is great.
The drawer opens, it pulls things out, laundry, and lots of different things. I
could think of a million things it could do for you that
When I chose my computer, I didn’t choose the Toshiba because it had all
these extra buttons and the dell didn’t. I don’t want something if it makes my
life more complicated.
“I just envision waking up, getting into a shower that already hot, then getting
out and my breakfast is all ready and CNN is on. Then, when I’m done, it
takes my bowl and washes it off and then my car is outside warming up for
me so I can just head out.”
• User has caught vision and, at least in his mind, has moved to the
“mature user” phase.
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Test User 7

New method of instructions
Instructions not taped down
Slider for time of day, easier to navigate for users
Required more intervention from moderator for user to get through learning
stage.
Video unavailable, see answer sheet.
Test User 8

New method
User’s background very technical.
User implemented very complex, but not necessarily sensible combinations of
sensor cues to signal a context.
System worked correctly and after the user was frustrated a bit, the system
learned habits.
Took a little longer to learn because user did not recreate cues correctly a few
times.
User enjoyed noise activated response greatly, perhaps believing it used voice
recognition. Moderator later explained response to loud noise only.
Test User 9
User experimented greatly with noise activation.
Showed that system provided surprises that urged the user to continue using.
However, unfortunately, this capability was not one of the one unique to this
system (it was rule-based and not taught). This might show that rule based
systems are easier to demonstrate to new users and new users might be more
initially impressed or intrigued by them. However, a learning system, while
harder to demonstrate, might be a more effective system when in actual use.
Test User 10

Instructions finally taped down.
o Most users most impressed with sound activation. This reinforces the desire for users
to get away from symbolic interaction with computers and to leave the keyboard and
mouse.
o Test User 11
Voice feedback on all items completed. Seems users are able to interact with
system more naturally.
User very interested in actual voice recognition.
Test User 12

Housewife.
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Very imaginative. Mimed all actions accompanying the situations she was in.
Showed she was able to immerse herself in the experience and get a good idea
for what this system might be like in real life.
Test User 13

User academically involved in user interface issues as a graduate student.
Comments reflect depth of user understanding and ability to see possible uses.
Remote control clicking “Patent this baby!”
System could help daydreamers and prompt the person to keep going and
keeping on task. “yeah, yeah it would.”
Since you can’t write a program for every person, such as in the medical field,
this kind of thing is great because it just learns the user’s habits.
Reactions to customers, so customer is an entity. Like at smith’s.
Moderator: Buying similar items (you usually buy X when you buy Y…)
Test User 14

Very technical.
After opening music “Hey, it got what I wanted!”
Test User 15

Video not working, not able to note in-use comments
Test User 16 (group)

With blind user, Test User 17, below
Test User 17 (group)

With sighted user, Test User 16, above
Help a blind person do something and
Not responding to commands as you should be; system alerts authorities or
friends.
Closet that could tell you where your jeans are. Or if your colors don’t match,
it suggests you one that does.
Test User 18

Do I need to do it the exact same way as last time?
• Moderator: Yes, because it takes longer to learn otherwise.
“Oh yeah, so it learns your habits!”
“Based on what you have on the table, you’re limited, but when I think about
other things that I’d want, I mean you could have a whole automated house.”
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Test User 19
Good one to show during defense.
Cartoons? “ah, hah, hah, smart!”
Soft music “That’s neat,I like that!”
2nd time: “so it did it all by itself, it didn’t ask me”
2nd breakfast: “Smart”
“I like that, that’s really neat. I like how it thinks for you. That’s me,
everymorning, it’s the same routine over and over and over, and it’s actually
time-based really, so.”
First aid: “That’s cool!”
Channels “that’s nice! Yeah, sure, let’s see where it goes to. The TV guide,
hey, what do you know. That would be useful”
• shows that user is engaged and interested to see what surprises might
follow.
I like the remote how it makes you flip through quite a few before it makes
you stop.
User wanted to know if system could do more than one thing at once.
It would know “it’s breakfast time for the person that likes to watch the
cartoons. And then at 9:00, this is breakfast time for the person that likes to
read the news.
Test User 20

Today’s news: “Sweet!”
Ent. Music: ditto
Leftovers: “That’s sweet!”
2nd news: “That’s cool”
please wait…”: emphatic nodding and “that’s cool”
don’t forget to save leftovers: emphatic nodding
• body language more telling that questionnaire most times
first aid help: pleased laughing and “Sweet”
Test User 21

user liked open cupboards and repeated the action twice.
• selker and burleson
open cupboards: “Cool”
“It’s not going to just keep doing it if I leave it there. So I have to pick it up
and then put it down again.”
“What if I change my routine. What if I start going shopping every day?” - it
would work. that’s a good point.
It’s pretty neat. I got the idea of what to do and how it works and it responded
well.”
Moderator: you didn’t have to do what I said.
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Test User 22

Today’s news? “Oh, yeah! Voice activated, eventually?”
“This is pretty, cool, though, an intelligent table!”
open personal finances?: “Yeah, how did you know!”
news?: “You’re amazing!”
news: “It didn’t even ask me anymore.”
Cupboards (just playing): “Whoa, look at that!”
User repeated and taught cupboard action to system until it learned with no
questions. When it did it without asking, he pushed back in his chair and
exclaimed: “Ha, ha, that’s way cool!”
Test User 23, Test User 24 & Test User 25

More instructions given to group than any other.
No written instructions to follow
Moderator changed time of day
Microphone too sensitive after small changes made in circuit
Users took same amout of time to learn the system.
showing that length of time was not dependent on the instructions, but
just getting used to it.
“Oh, it just came up by itself?” Test User 25
“so that time it didn’t ask, it just did it” Test User 24
“Smart Test User 23
“It’s learning!” Test User 25
“I love it that it opens the cupboards for me when I get home and put the
groceries on the counter Test User 23
“Wow, that’s cool stuff” Test User 23 when opened music
if people could interact with their computers in other methods besides just
clicking
“the overall idea, the concept, is something that I appreciate, because it makes
your day easier, and they’re trying to look for consistencies. It makes the day
run smoother by taking care of all the little things. “ Test User 23
where would you see it most useful? “I like the automatic setting of the alarm,
depending on what day it is. How it can learn your schedule.” Test User 24
“Usually when you sit down, you want to check your email. I wish I could
have something like this that would deal with my email and learn my habits.”
Test User 23
“one thing that I think would be annoying would be if it opened my email and
I just wanted to do something else, then I would have to wait for it to open.”
Moderator: but it would know the time of the day and it would only do it if
you had done that at that time of the day. otherwise, for random times you sat
down, it wouldn’t have learned anything, it wouldn’t do anything. “oh OK”
chels
“eventually your whole house is hooked up to one computer that acts like a
server and it tells everything in your house what to do” Test User 23
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“then it would make us really lazy” Test User 25
mod: it would just let us concentrate on different things
“yeah, that’s right” Test User 25
“I think it would be cool if something opened my garage door when I picked
up my keys” (others agreed emphatically)
“or, if you open the racks on top of your car, then all the doors open because
you most likely have a lot of stuff in your hands”
mod: or, if it senses you are carrying your skis out to the car, it would pop the
racks open for you
when mod explaining some suggestions of earlier users, bnh said: “dude, it’s
gonna get like that and it’s going to be weird.”
Mod: what do you think it’s like to interact with a system like this?”
“I think that it’s the future. If you don’t think so, you’re just being ignorant.
Of course people are going to do this, because it makes your day easier.
That’s the whole point, so we can focus more on things that we really enjoy
doing and less on things that are just day to day.” Test User 23
So, you think this is a good example of…”
“I think it’s the future, yeah.” Test User 23
mod: do you prefer teaching it, or the automatic ones (first aid, and remote
clicking)?
“I think it would depend on the circumstances. I think it would be better to
have it learn, but if it’s an emergency, not. Because otherwise it could be
annoying.”
“I think what you’ve chosen to do is right. The emergencies and the clicking
are the right things.” Test User 25
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Appendix D: Data Sheets for ContexTable Components
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Figure D.1. FSR data sheets.
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Figure D.2. Reed relay data sheets.
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Figure D.3. Op amp data sheets.
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Figure D.4. Photoresistor data sheet.
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Appendix E: All Questionnaire Answers

1 other things?
2 annoyance?
3 good services?
4 bog down?
5 natural?
6 surprises?
7 other things?
8 Follow a routine?

1 helpful?
2 surprise?
3 annoying?
4 follow habits?
5 would it be?
6 other things?
7 anything else?

1 helpful?
2 surprise?

3 annoying?

4 follow habits?
5 would it be?
6 other things?
7 anything else?

Test style 1=explicit
instructions
Test style 2=more liberal
instruction set
Test User 2 (Questionnaire 2,
Test Style 1)
Yes, voice activated tracking
system for children.
8

IT master's

6, bugs were being worked out
(2nd person to use it)
9
10
the alarm voice activation
system
voice activation
5

R.M. (Q 1, T 1)
yes, it anticipated my habits
not much
yes, same goofy voice each
time
part of the time
I think it would be fun for a
while and then become a pain
car (truck) and bed
no

Test User 5 (Q 1, T 1)
yes
how it learned & got faster
it could be annoying that loud
noises cause it to ask if you
need help… that could be
programmed to listen for
“HELP”
for sure in the morning –
probably not in the afternoon &
maybe in the evening
it’d be fun… if money weren't
an issue I'd get one
heated bed - smart office desk
open garage door when it
senses your car drive up
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IT professional

12/18/2003 ME undergrad

1 helpful?
2 surprise?
3 annoying?

4 follow habits?

5 would it be?

6 other things?
7 anything else?

Test User 6 (Q 1 T 1)
911 to get help, breakfast
because I do everything the
same
how fast it learned
slow, better voice, ability for
user to just say "yes"
yes, but sometimes habits get
thrown off like during school,
for example
if it were taken to the right
level, ex.: for little kids to help
moms
if it was user-friendly enough,
it can't be too complicated, it
has to be simple
n/a

Law grad
12/19/2003 student

Notes:
not using voice to confirm all actions (it is useful for all things, not just slow ones, people like that it
confirms what they see)
open up widows in front

1 other things?
2 annoyance?
3 good services?
4 bog down?
5 natural?
6 surprises?
7 other things?

1 helpful?
2 obvious?
3 surprised?

4 follow habits?
5 helpful in daily?

Test User 3 (Q 2, T 1)
that sort of integration would
be fantastic, pending that there
is a "kill all" sort of option
when you don't need a car to
start sort of thing. Lights on
and off also good, TV/VCR
recording.
5 (annoyance: not used to it so
annoying)

IT undergrad

7
8
8
n/a
n/a

Test User 7 (Q 1.5, T 2)
yes, remote control
yes
channel clicker, recognizing
things
yeah, like email in the morning,
but would need to embed
sensors into more objects
yes
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IT graduate

6 would you want it? I break my habits
7 other things?
lights would be very cool
8 anything else?
did a good job for alpah testing

Test User 9 (Q 1.5, T 2)
for certain applications. Pretty
basic, though. With lots of
robotics it could set the table
1 helpful?
for you
2 obvious?
yeah
3 surprised?
nothing
4 follow habits?
yes, consistent enough
not a critically needed thing,
but I guess so. It would be
5 helpful in daily?
convenient
6 would you want it? yes, it would be
TV - to remember favorit
channels. Reminders to pay
7 other things?
bills
8 anything else?
n/a

ME undergrad

Test User 8 (Q 1.5, T 2)
it was a neat concept. Could be
useful, especially on "rut"
mornings [moderator comment:
when you're not motivated, it
reminds you to get on to the
1 helpful?
next thing]
2 obvious?
yes
how little I pay attention to my
habits [mod. Comment: user
did not perform "sensible"
actions, was very free-form and
cues were not "suitable" to
3 surprised?
given action.
I have several different sets of
habits depending on mood and
day of the week, but I'm sure it
[software] could be easily
modified.
4 follow habits?
5 helpful in daily?
definitely
6 would you want it? definitely
7 other things?
not right off
8 anything else?
n/a

IT undergrad

1 helpful?
2 obvious?
3 surprised?

Test User 10 (Q 1.5, T 2)
yes
yes
the variety of actions it would
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IT undergrad

learn
4 follow habits?
definitely
5 helpful in daily?
yes
6 would you want it? yes
anything that is a repeated
7 other things?
action
8 anything else?
great project

1 other things?
2 annoyance?
3 good services?

4 bog down?

5 natural?

6 surprises?

7 other things?

Test User 11 (Q 2 & Q 1.5, T
2)
yes, a bed that reminds me to
pray, for example, would be
great.

ME graduate

9
10
as long as it's
easy to turn off
functions that do
9 get annoying
it might take
some time, but it
8 would get easier
each time through the computer
learned more - it was
interesting to see each time
what the computer could do
Breakfast cereal that pours
itself? How about a crib that
changes diapers for you?

1 helpful?
2 obvious?

yes, I did
yes
this first time it asked me if I
wanted to do something before
I prompted it - that's a cool
3 surprised?
idea.
For many routines yes; for
example my morning routine is
pretty consistent, and I'd always
want cupboards to open if I had
groceries. I'd want to be able to
keep it from always prompting
me to do things for other less
4 follow habits?
consistent routines, though.
5 helpful in daily?
yes
yes, a bed that reminds me to
pray, for example, would be
6 would you want it? great.
Breakfast cereal that pours
itself? How about a crib that
7 other things?
changes diapers for you?
8 anything else?
n/a
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1 other things?
2 annoyance?

Test User 12 (Q 2, T 2)
sure, the alarm setting is great maybe something built into
laundry systems.
8
yes, however, I
don't think I
could make
routine to an
exact time of day
things like
making a phone
call [explain
about learning
different cues for
different times
and that phone
might not be
implemented the
best was right
8 now]
8
8

3 good services?
4 bog down?
5 natural?

Follow routine
8 enuf?

subtle things like having to sit
down as I did the first time how to set the routine
laundry system - maybe a
sensor at the top of a laundry
basket to let you know it's time
to wash clothes
[scale of] within 3 hours is
good, however, exact time is
not

1 other things?
2 annoyance?

Test User 1 (Q 2, video
interview, T 1)
yes, it would be helpful, for cell
phone especially
7

6 surprises?

7 other things?

things were
pretty self8 explanatory
9
8

3 good services?
4 bog down?
5 natural?

6 surprises?
7 other things?
Follow routine
8 enuf?

Housewife

the morning breakfast routine
was nice. I have a routine, and
this system would be perfect
for it.
showering, watching TV
9
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IT undergrad

1 other things?
2 annoyance?
3 good services?

4 bog down?

5 natural?

6 surprises?

7 other things?
Follow routine
8 enuf?

1 other things?
2 annoyance?

Test User 13 (Q 2, T 2)
I can see how this system could
help daydreamers, keep on
task… reminder
8 neat
reminder/prompts
8 for daydreamers
experience shows
that one idea
begets another. It
could simplifiy
one thing, thus
opening up time
n/a
for another.
I do so many
things, I am not
sure. (light bulb)
if it could sense
when I'm hungry
and do things
automatically for
me.
n/a
yes, I use the white pages quite
frequently… things that do
what Radar did on M.A.S.H.
Smith's reaction to customers:
individual as an entitiy
[reminder to buy things you
usually buy]
5.5

Test User 14 (Q 2, T 2)
yes, once the system knows
your schedule it would be
helpful to take some annoying
tasks off my hands

IT grad student

8
when I wanted to
play the game it
just gave me the
dice. Others
were nice as well
like the news 9 automatic
6
8

3 good services?
4 bog down?
5 natural?

6 surprises?

IT grad student

yes, what if I wanted to do
something different one day
and it automatically opened the
program (can you change it?)
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7 other things?
Follow routine
8 enuf?

1 other things?
2 annoyance?

3 good services?
4 bog down?
5 natural?

6 surprises?

7 other things?
Follow routine
8 enuf?

taking a shower and playing
music - turning on a fan, etc.
5

Test User 17 (Q 2, T 2)
most definitely, it would be ver
helpful to someone like me,
who cannot se
10

BLIND!

undergrad
applicant,
communications

day to day life
can be so crazy
that it would be
nice to have
10 some extra help
6
10
yes, how quickly the computer
was able to learn my daily life
activities
it could be helpful with
cleaning the house, taking care
of needs of children, cooking
and cleaning up self.
10

Notes:
Help for non-sighted people: picking out colors of clothing. ["You just chose a red bottom and a green
top. These colors don't go together. Are you sure you want to wear them." Or "Last time you chose
green…"]

1 other things?
2 annoyance?

5
it was very clear
on what it was
10 asking
7
4

3 good services?
4 bog down?
5 natural?

6 surprises?
7 other things?

with blind
Housewife
girl

Test User 16 (Q 2, T 2)
it think it would be neat, but
scare me

it was interesting but I'm a
person who would probably not
want it just because of my
personality not because of the
system.
if there was a way to remember
to automatically meat when you
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need it done.
Follow routine
8 enuf?

1 other things?
2 annoyance?

3 good services?
4 bog down?
5 natural?

6 surprises?

7 other things?
Follow routine
8 enuf?

5

M.O (Q 2, T 2)
yes, it was very useful not
having to look for first aid info,
especially if you are distraught
or hurt. I really like the car
idea. I prefer an alarm to go off
at a certain time, maybe even
an alarm that doesn't go off
unless you are in bed.
9

ME undergrad

when it learned
my routine I
didn't have to
make choices, I
only had to
9 choose yes or no.
6
9
how well it worked. It seemed
extremely useful. I would look
into buying one. I exprected
plenty of bugs. I was
pleasantly surprised at how
well it worked.
Washing dishes, warming the
oven or stove for cooking,
Heated floors, lights. Almost
no limit to the possibilities.
[only limited by whether or not
the system has a means of
recording the action and at least
some fo the cues.
9

Notes:
My wife does a lot of things daily, the little things really start adding up (time-wise) and this could help.
One could same money by having the water heater turn on or off using this, or the dishwasher. Would be
good for daily tasks. If it were also voice compatible (choose by voice, maybe even say "I want to..."), so
you don't have to go to the computer, it would be even more useful.

1 other things?

Test User 18 (Q 2, T 2)
It would be nice because it
would begin to recognize
everything that you would
want. An automated house
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IT undergrad

would an interesting idea.

2 annoyance?

8

3 good services?
4 bog down?
5 natural?

It did what I
wanted when I
wanted. Other
tasks could be
more helpful, but
they weren't
8 options yet.
8
9

6 surprises?
7 other things?
Follow routine
8 enuf?

1 other things?
2 annoyance?

Once it learned my habits, I
was interested to see it do my
preferences automatically.
Cars, certain aspects of the
house.
6

Test User 19 (Q 2, T 2)
yes, I like my life to be
somewhat automated. The car
and cell phone would be very
useful in every sense. It would
make me more automatic in my
life.
9

1/9/2004 IT undergrad

the resources
were useful and
9 helpful.
10
9

3 good services?
4 bog down?
5 natural?
6 surprises?
7 other things?
Follow routine
8 enuf?

The ability of it multitasking
my morning.
Checking my mail.
7 [but he said his morning
schedule is very repetitive]

1 other things?
2 annoyance?

B.T (Q 2, T 2)
yes, there are many examples
of routine actions that would be
nice (Reminder to change cell
phone at night, even meeting
deadlines) setting the alarm
clock according to a
schedule/calendar.)
9
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3 good services?
4 bog down?
5 natural?

6 Surprises?

7 Other things?
Follow routine
8 enough?

1 Other things?
2 Annoyance?

3 Good services?
4 Bog down?

5 Natural?

6 Surprises?

the prompts were
relevant to the
actions and came
soon enough to
show items being
done. (after a
couple of repeats,
10 not 5 or 6)
9
9
I wanted to try different options
or combinations thoughi
understand this would take
longer to learn.
Refrigerator that could track
usage of contents, TV that
could suggest possible shows at
that time.
6

Test User 21 (Q 2, T 2)
These are great ideas! I think
as long as I can still easily
override the system if I want, it
would be great to have it
usually do my repeated tasks.
as if it weren't a
10 prototype
They were a
great help in
making my day
go smoother &
faster. As long
as it knows that
same days are
different & can
9 learn many tasks.
10
I wonder if I
would answer the
same once
something like
this was put in
10 my home?
Yes, it would have been neat to
do different tasks & see how it
learns all of them & determines
what I'm doing.
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7 Other things?
Follow routine
8 enough?

Mom or dad sits down & all
ther programs automatically
start for them. It would be cool
if it could automatically set the
table & clean up afterwards.
Integrate it with inventory of
grocery needs.
9
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